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Twelfth Session, Commencing at 11.30 a

ROMAN  IMPERIAL

 

 

3486*
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianius, Rome mint, 
issued 245-7, (4.582 grams), obv. radiate bust to right, 
around IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Roma seated 
to left holding Victory and sceptre, around ROMAE 
AETERNAE, (S.8952, RIC 44b, RSC 169); another silver 
antoninianius, Rome mint, issued 248, (4.396 grams), obv. 
radiate bust to right, around IMP PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Mars 
standing to left, holding olive branch and resting on shield 
A left field, around P M TR P V COS III P P, (S.8949, RIC 
7, RSC 145). Second bright, first with light tone, otherwise 
extremely fine. (2)

$150

 

3487*
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued 
248, (21.11 grams), obv. laureate bust to right, around IMP 
M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Emperor Philip on horseback 
to left, raising right hand, around ADVENTVS AVGG, S 
C in exergue, (S.2588, RIC 165, C.6). Even brown patina, 
good very fine and scarce. 

$220

  

3488*
Philip II, (A.D. 244-247), as Caesar, silver antoninianius, 
Rome mint, issued 245-6, (4.248 grams), obv. radiate 
bust to right, around M IVL PHILIPPVS CAES, rev. Spes 
advancing to left, holding flower and lifting skirt,  around 
SPES PVBLICA, (S.9245, RIC 221, RSC 84). Bright, 
extremely fine.

$80

3489 
Philip II, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianius, Rome mint, 
(4.27 grams), issued 247, obv. radiate draped and cuirassed 
bust to right, around IMP PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Philip I 
holding short sceptre and Philip II seated left on curule chairs, 
around LIBERALITAS AVGG III, (S.9265, RIC 230, RSC 
17); Volusian, (A.D. 251-253), silver antoninianius, Antioch 
mint, (3.58 grams), issued 252, obv. radiate bust draped to 
right, around IMP C C VIB VOLVSIANVS AVG, rev. Felicitas 
standing left, holding caduceus and cornucopiae, around 
FELICITAS PVBL, (S.9746, RIC 205, RSC 32). Good very 
fine - extremely fine. (2)

$120

 

3490*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, issued 
250-1, Rome mint, (3.920 grams), obv. radiate bust to 
right, IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. the two 
Pannoniae standing side by side, each holding standard, 
PANNONIAE around, (S.9378, RIC 21b, RSC 86). 
Bright, about as struck nearly uncirculated and rare in this 
condition.  

$100

 

3491*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome 
mint, issued 250-1, (3.870 grams), obv. radiate draped bust 
to right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. 
Uberitas standing left with purse and cornucopiae, around 
VBERITAS AVG, (S.9384, RIC 28b, RSC 105). Nearly 
extremely fine/very fine, bright. 

$80

 

3492*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome 
mint, issued 250, (3.740 grams), obv. radiate draped bust to 
right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. 
Victory advancing to left with wreath, around VICTORIA 
AVG, (S.9387, RIC 29c, RSC 113a). Extremely fine, bright 
and scarce. 

$100
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3493*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), AE as, issued 250, Rome 
mint, (11.33 grams), obv. laureate draped bust to right, IMP 
C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS A]VG, rev. Liberalitas standing 
to left, holding abacus and cornucopiae, LIBERALITAS AVG 
around, S C across, (S.9428, RIC 120a, C.71). Dark green 
patina, good very fine and very scarce in this condition.

$150

 

3494*
Herennia Etruscilla, (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D. 249-251), 
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 251, (3.544 grams), 
obv. diademed draped bust to right on crescent, around HER 
ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Juno standing to left holding patera 
and sceptre, around IVNO REGINA, (S.9493, RIC 57, RSC 
14). Extremely fine, bright and scarce.

$150

 

3495*
Herennia Etruscilla, (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D. 249-251), 
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 250, (3.716 grams), 
obv. diademed draped bust to right on crescent, around HER 
ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia seated to left drawing veil 
from face holding transverse sceptre, around PVDICITIA 
AVG, (S.9495, RIC 59b, RSC 19). Extremely fine or better, 
bright and scarce.

$150

  

3496*
Gallienus, (A.D. 253-268), billon antoninianus, (3.544 
grams), Rome mint, issued 253-5, obv. radiate bust to 
left around IMP C P LIC GALLIENVS AVG, rev. IOVI 
CONSERVA, Jupiter with thunderbolt, eagle at feet, 
(S.10237, RIC 143, RSC 351). Attractive dark brown tone, 
flan crack, otherwise extremely fine.

$100

3497 
Gallienus, (A.D. 253-268), AE antoninianii, various reverses; 
(2.02 grams), issued 267-8, Centaur to l., H in exergue, 
(S.10178, RIC 164); (3.56 grams), issued 264-5, Pax standing 
l., V in l. field, (S.10302, RIC 255); (2.12 grams), issued 
261-2, Mars standing l., P in r. field, (S.10401, RIC 317); 
(1.85 grams), Fides standing l., (cf.S.10214, RIC 571); (3.96 
grams) Jupiter standing l., (cf.S.10248, RIC 644); Salonina, 
wife of Gallienus, who died A.D. 268, billon antoninianus, 
issued 265, Antioch mint, (3.87 grams), obv. diademed veiled 
and draped bust of Salonina to right on crescent, around 
SALONINA AVG, rev. Salus standing to r., around SALVS 
AVG, (S.10652, RIC 88, RSC 105). Even dark brown patina, 
fine - good very fine, with collector tickets. (6)

$100

 

3498*
Severina, (wife of Aurelian), (A.D. 270-275), AE as, 
Rome mint, (7.01 grams), obv. diademed bust to right of 
Severina, around, SEVERINA AVG, rev. IVNO REGINA, 
Juno standing to left, holding patera and sceptre, at foot a 
peacock, in exergue S, (S.11711, RIC 7, C.9). Dark green 
patina, fine/nearly very fine and rare. 

$100

 

 

3499*
Probus, (A.D. 276-282), base antoninianii, Antioch mint 
issued 280-1, (4.184, 4.240 grams), obv. radiate draped 
and cuirassed bust to right of Probus, around IMP C M 
AVR PROBVS P F AVG, rev. Probus in military attire 
holding sceptre and receiving globe from Jupiter standing 
left holding sceptre, around, CLEMENTIA TEMP, Δ and 
another Z below, in exergue XXI, (S.11961, RIC 922, C.99). 
Both with about complete silvering as issued, extremely fine 
- uncirculated. (2)

$150
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3500 
Probus, (A.D. 276-282), base antoninianii, Siscia mint, 
(4.61 grams), issued 280-1, obv. radiate draped bust to 
right of Probus, around IMP C M AVR PROBVS P F AVG, 
rev. Emperor to right receiving globe from Jupiter, around, 
CLEMENTIA TEMP, Z between, in exergue XXI, (cf.
S.11960, RIC 643); similar (3.68 grams, obv. IMP C M AVR 
PROBVS AVG, rev. similar Z between (cf.S.11960, RIC 644); 
similar issued 280, (3.41 grams), obv. similar cuirassed bust 
right, IMP PROBVS P F AVG around, rev. PAX AVGVSTI, 
Pax standing left, holding branch and sceptre, Q to right, XXI 
in exergue, (S.12001, RIC 713); similar (5.18 grams), issued 
280, obv. around IMP C PROBVS P F AVG, rev. as before, 
(cf.S.12021, RIC 706); another (2.54 grams), obv. similar, 
rev. female standing right presenting wreath to emperor, 
around RESTITVT ORBIS, Z between, in exergue XXI, (cf.
S.12021, RIC 731); similar (2.85 grams), Antioch mint, rev. 
CLEMENTIA TEMP, (RIC 922). Very fine or better, two 
with original silvering. (6)

$100

3501 
Probus, (A.D. 276-282), base antoninianii, Siscia mint, (4.22 
grams), issued 278, obv. IMP C M AVR PROBVS P AVG, 
helmeted cuirassed bust left, with shield and spear over 
shoulder, rev. VIRTVS PROBI AVG, Mars waliking right, 
XXIVI in exergue, (S.12071, RIC 816); another Antioch 
mint (3.43 grams), issued 280-1, obv. radiate draped bust 
to right of Probus, around IMP C M AVR PROBVS P F 
AVG, rev. Emperor to right receiving globe from Jupiter, 
around, CLEMENTIA TEMP, A between, in exergue VXXI, 
(cf.S.11960, RIC 920); similar (3.83 grams, obv. IMP C M 
AVR PROBVS AVG, rev. similar Δ between (S.11960, RIC 
921); similar (4.24 grams), obv. similar with additional P 
F, rev. similar ΕΔ between, with Jupiter presenting Victory, 
(S.11961, RIC 922); similar (3.74 grams), issued 280-1, 
obv. around RESTITVT ORBIS, emperor receiving wreath 
from female, (S.12021, RIC 925); another Tripolis mint, 
(3.81 grams), obv. similar, rev. CLEMENTIA TEMP around, 
Emperor and Jupiter, * between, XXI in exergue, (cf.S.11960, 
RIC 927); another (3.63 grams) obv. no P F, rev. similar 
with crescent between in exergue KA, (RIC 928). Very fine 
or better, one with original silvering. (7)

$100

 

  

3502*
Carus, (A.D. 282-283), Antioch mint, billon antoninianus, 
(3.49 grams), issued 283, obv. IMP C MAVR CARVS P F 
AVG, radiate draped and cuirassed bust of Carus to right, 
rev. around VIRTVS AVGGG, Carus and Carinus facing 
each other one holding Victory, star above, S below, XXI in 
exergue, (S.12190, RIC 125, C.117); another Tripolis mint, 
(3.94 grams), rev. TR between, XXI in exergue, (S.12189, 
RIC 128, C.115). Very fine - good very fine, first with 
silvering. (2) 

$120

 

 

3503*
Numerian, (A.D. 283-284), billon antoninianus, issued 
284, Antioch mint, (3.01 grams), obv. similar around IMP 
C M AVR NVMERIANVS P F AVG, rev. VIRTVS AVGG, 
Numerian receiving Victory on globe from Jupiter, S below, 
XXI in exergue, another (4.35 grams), similar with H below, 
(S.12256, RIC 466, C.108). Full silvering, about extremely 
fine and scarce. (2)

$180

3504 
Numerian, (A.D. 283-284), billon antoninianii, Cyzicus 
mint, issued 284 (3.72 grams), obv. radiate bust of Numerian 
to right cuirassed, around IMP C NVMERIANVS P F AVG, 
rev. around CLEMENTIA TEMP, Numerian receiving 
Victory from Jupiter or Carus, E between them, XXI in 
exergue, (S.12243, RIC 463, C.8) another issued 284, 
Antioch mint, (4.86 grams), obv. similar around IMP C 
M AVR NVMERIANVS P F AVG, rev. VIRTVS AVGG, 
Numerian receiving Victory on globe from Jupiter, Z below, 
XXI in exergue, (S.12256, RIC 466, C.108). Very fine or 
better and scarce. (2) 

$120

3505 
Carausius, (A.D. 287-293), billon antoninianii, various 
mints, obv. radiate cuirassed bust of Carausius to right, 
around legend, rev. various reverses, mostly Pax type, (8); 
Allectus, (A.D. 293-296). AE quinarius, (cf.S.3568, 3579, 
3590). Mostly very good - fine. (9) 

$200

3506 
Crispus, (Caesar A.D. 317-326), AE follis, Aquileia mint, 
(2.61 grams), obv. laureate cuirassed bust to right of 
Crispus, CRISPVS NOB CAES around, rev. VOT X in 
wreath around DOMINOR NOSTROR CAESS, in exergue 
AQP, (cf.S.3918, RIC 99); Arcadius, (A.D. 383-408), AE 2, 
issued 383, (4.13 grams) Antioch mint, obv. pearl-diademed 
bust to right holding spear and shield of Arcadius, above 
hand holding wreath, around DN ARCAD IVS PF AVG, 
rev. Emperor standing left with standard and shield, to 
left kneeling captive, around GLORIA RO MANORVM, 
.ANTS in exergue, (S.4229, RIC 41); another AE 3, (2.36 
grams), Antioch mint, rev. [VIRTVS] EXERCITI Emperor 
crowned by Victory, [AN]TA in exergue, (S.4233, RIC 70); 
another AE 4, (1.82 grams), rev. Victory advancing left, in 
exergue SMNA, (cf.S.4234); Theodosius I, (A.D.379-395), 
AE 2, Constantinople mint, (6.51 grams), issued 392-395, 
obv. pearl diademed, draped and cuirassed bust to right, 
around D N THEODO SIVS P F AVG, rev. GLORIA 
ROMANORVM, around, emperor standing facing holding 
standard and globe, CONSA in exergue, (S.4181, RIC 88a). 
Fine - very fine. (5)

$70
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3507*
Constans, (A.D. 337-350), silver siliqua, issued 337-340, 
Constantinople mint, (2.554 grams), obv. large plain 
diademed head to right of Constans, looking upwards, 
rev. CONSTANS AVGVSTVS, Victory advancing to left 
holding wreath and palm branch, C.I in exergue, (cf.S.3960 
[£500], RIC 19). Heavy scratches, otherwise very fine and 
extremely rare.

$300

 

3508*
Julian II, (A.D. 360-363), silver siliqua, Lyons mint, issued 
c.360 (1.846 grams), obv. rosette-diademed bust of Julian 
II to right, around FL CL IVLIA NVS P AVG, rev. VOTIS 
V MVLTIS X in wreath, PLVG mint reading in exergue, 
(S.4071, RIC 227-8, RSC 163bc). Grey tone, flan crack, 
otherwise extremely fine.

$250

3509 
Roman denarii, various issues of Trajan, rev. Mars right, (S.-, 
RSC 372b); Antoninus Pius, (S.-, RSC 582), rev. TR POT 
XIIII COS IIII, PAX in exergue, Pax standing left; Faustina 
Senior (large fragment); Julia Domna (S.6593, 6610); Severus 
Alexander (2) (S.7896, 7921); others (3) Septimius Severus 
plated and a Trajan with heavy hoard patination and a cast 
Hadrian. Very good - very fine. (10) 

$200

3510 
Roman silver antoninianii, third century A.D., of various 
rulers; Gordian III, rev. Apollo seated left, (S.2451) another 
(S.2452), rev. Security standing left, (S.2461), Trebonianus 
Gallus, rev. emperor on horseback, (S.-, RIC 79); Gallienus, 
rev. Orient and Gallienus (S.-, RIC 445); rev. Valerian and 
Gallienus, wreath above, (S.- RIC 447); another similar but 
star above, (S.-, RIC 447). A few worn and one with green 
in need of conservation, fine - very fine. (7) 

$120

3511 
Roman bronze sestertii, of Hadrian, Severus Alexander, 
Maximianus, Philip I, Otacilia Severa; Valerian I, Asses of 
Augustus, posthumous; Nero, rev. Janus temple, (S.1974); 
Trajan (2); Faustina Senior (2). Poor - fine. (12)

$140

3512 
Roman, collection of almost all third century antoninianii, 
including emperors Gallienus, Salonina, Claudius II, 
Aurelian, Severina, Numerian, Probus, Tacitus, Allectus, 
Diocletian, Maximianus, Licinius I, and barbarous radiates 
(5) and an AE 1, Julian II, (S.4072). Mostly fine - very fine. 
(40)

$200

3513 
Late Roman, large folles of Diocletian (S.3533 [3], 3543); 
Maximianus (S.3632); Galerius (S.3718, 3719) (2); Galeria 
Valeria (S.3730 (2); Licinius I, (S.3793) (2); others radiate 
fractions of Licius I; Maximianus, antoninianus (S.3611); 
Licinius II (S.3815); Diocletian (S.3510). Mostly fine or 
better, one with surface oxidation. (17)

$100

3514 
Roman, fourth century AE folles, most issues of the early 
fourth century, including Constantine I, Constantine II, 
Fausta, Helena, Crispus, Constantius II, Valens, Theodosius 
I & II, Aelia Flaccila, Gratian, Arcadius, barbarous clipped 
issues. Mostly fine, many better. (67) 

$250

3515 
Roman, fourth century AE folles and latter issues of the 
fifth century, including Constantius II, Constantius Gallus, 
Jovian (S.4087 gVF); Valens, Valentinian I, Honorius, 
Arcadius, Aelia Flaccilla, Theodosius I, Valentinian II, Julian 
II, Eudoxia, Gratian. Mostly fine. (61) 

$200

3516 
Roman, late third century - fourth century A.D., barbarous 
radiates 11-20 mm, imitating antoninianii of the following 
rulers Victorinus, Claudius II, Tetricus I and Tetricus II, all 
with radiate bust right or left, (S.Vol.III, P.413). A wide 
range of these issues as found on Roman sites throughout 
the former Western Provinces and were apparently produced 
in Gaul, Britain, Spain and possibly North Africa. Mostly 
toned, generally fine - very fine or better. (33)

$100

Most of the 3rd century coins from the “Blackmoor” Hoard and all the 4th 
century issues from the “Newark” hoard. All coins are mounted on cards 
and briefly described.

3517 
Roman, late third century - fifth century A.D., barbarous 
radiates (9), 10-17 mm, imitating antoninianii of the 
following rulers Victorinus, Claudius II, Tetricus I and 
Tetricus II, all with radiate bust right or left, (S.Vol.III, 
P.413); regular issues of Victorinus or Tetricus (4); fourth and 
fifth century AE nummus etc., (7-15mm), (23). A range of 
these issues as found on Roman sites throughout the former 
Western Provinces. Mostly poor - fine. (36)

$50

3518 
Ancient coins, an unusual assortment of issues including 
Roman Republic silver (3) mostly fair; other Roman AE (5) 
in packets described, others (5); Islamic silver dirhams etc 
(3); Axumite (7) in packets described by Alex G. Malloy 
mostly of Kaleb; English tokens 18th century etc (5). Poor 
- fine, mostly in packets described. (28) 

$80

3519 
Ancient coins, a small group including Sassanian drachms 
(3) including Khusru I, Kavad and an uncertain barbarous 
issues, other issues in bronze Greek and Roman including 
a group of 6 with attached notes, a Roman coloured glass 
gaming counter and letter including one a tessera or gaming 
token tally from Ephesos with very descriptive letter. Very 
good - fine. (12)

$60
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BYZANTINE  SILVER & BRONZE

The Ruth Pope Collection

3520 
Anastasius I, (A.D.491-518), AE follis, post reform coinage 
from 498, small size, Constantinople mint, (8.38 grams), 
obv. bust right, rev. M, cross above, CON in exergue, (S.14, 
DOC 16); another follis (large module), issued 512-518, obv. 
diademed draped bust to right, rev. M, cross above stars to 
left and right, and Officinae Δ (18.11 grams), another Γ, 
another uncertain (17.63 grams), another dots above and 
below stars with officina E, half follis, similar rev. K, cross 
to left, officina E, (8.49 grams), (S.19, 21, 26, DOC. 19, 23, 
23l); Justin I, (A.D. 518-527), follis, Constantinople mint, 
obv. diademed draped bust to r., rev. M, stars and cross 
above, (17.89 grams), officinae Γ, another uncertain with 
cross besides, another half follis, Cyzicus mint, (S.62, 63, 
97, DOC.8, 9, 42). Fine - very fine. (9)

$120

3521 
Justinian I, (A.D. 527-565), AE follis, Constantinople mint, 
issued year 19 = 545-6, officina E, obv. Justinian bust facing, 
DN IVSTINI ANVS PP AVC, rev. M, year X/uI/III, CON 
in exergue, medium thick flan, (S.163, DOC.41); another 
Nicomedia mint, issued year 26 = 552-3, Officina A, NIKO 
in exergue, (S.198); another half follis, year 13 = 539-540, 
another year 21 = 547-8, (S.203); another follis, Antioch 
mint, officina A crescent to right, another Γ (537-539), 
(S.214, 216, DOC.206, 210), another half follis, rev. K, cross 
divides mint mark, (S.226, DOC 211). Fine - very fine. (7)

$100

3522 
Justin II, (A.D. 565-578), follis, obv. Justin & Sophia seated 
facing, rev. M, cross above, and year, Constantinople mint, 
mint mark CON, year 8= 572-3, officina Δ; Antioch mint, 
mint mark tHEUPo, Officina Γ date, year 5 = 569-570, 
Cyzicus mint, mint mark KYZ, year 3 = 567-8, officina A, 
Nicomedia mint, follis year 13 = 577-8; half follis year 10 = 
574-5, (S.360, 369, 370, 372, 379); Tiberius II Constantine, 
(A.D. 578-582), folles, obv. crowned draped facing bust 
with sceptre and mappa, rev. M over mintmark, year to 
r., Constantinople mint (year 5), issued 578, Officina E, 
another Nicomedia mint (year 5) Officina A, (S.430, 441). 
Fine - very fine. (7)

$100

3523 
Maurice Tiberius, (A.D. 582-602), follis, Constantinople 
mint year 4, Off. A; another half follis, year 1, Off.E; Cyzicus 
mint year 2, off. A; another year 20, Off.B; Antioch mint year 
11, Off. Γ; Nicomedia mint, year 7, Off. B, (S.494, 496, 512, 
517, 533); Phocas, (A.D. 602-610), AE follis, Constantinople 
mint, officina E, year 5 = 606-7, obv. Phocas crowned and 
facing wearing consular robes, rev. XXXXu, ANNO above, 
CONE in exergue, overstruck on a Maurice Tiberius follis; 
another year 3, off. Δ, another Nicomedia mint, year 4, Off. 
B; another half follis year 2, another Cyzicus mint, year 6, 
Off. A; Antioch mint year 2 and 3, (S.494, 496, 517, 519, 
532, 533, 640, 658, 663, 665, 671 [2]). Mostly fine, several 
better. (13)

$120

 

3524*
Heraclius, (A.D. 610-641), half siliqua, Carthage mint, 
(0.608 grams), obv. crowned cuirassed bust facing, around 
D N ERAC LIO P P AV, rev. facing busts of Heraclius 
Constantine and Martina, cross between, (S.871, DOC 233, 
BMC 343-6, To.319-320). Good very fine and very scarce.

$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 64 (lot 2662).

3525 
Heraclius, (A.D. 610-641), follis, Constantinople mint, obv. 
Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine standing facing, rev. M, 
(2); similar issues of Thessalonica mint, Nicomedia mint (obv. 
single bust) (2); half follis year 3; another year 10, uncertain 
mint probably Constantinople year 6; follis uncertain mint; 
others (2) another Seleucia Isauriae mint, year 7, Off. B, 
SELISU in exergue date to right, rare (illustrated); follis, 
struck in Sicily in 631, with countermarks of Heraclius and 
monogram, on obverse and SCLs on reverse, overstruck on 
folles of Justin I, together with a lead bullae, obv. Christ, 
rev. 4 line legend, (c.A.D.1000) (26.73 grams) as imitative 
of class A2 follis; (S.805, 824, 830, 845, 882). Fair - very 
fine, several rare. (13)

$140

3526 
Leo III, (A.D. 717-741), large flan follis, Constantinople 
mint, obv. Leo III and Constantine V busts facing, LEON [S 
CON], rev. M, a below, XXX to left, NNN to right, (S.1516, 
DOC. 39a); other folles of Theophilus (S.1666) (S.1667) 
(2); Basil I and Constantine (S.1710), (S.1721); Leo VI, 
(S.1728) (2), (S.1729) (2), (S.1730); Constantine VII and Zoe 
(S.1758); Romanus I, (S.1760) (3); Constantine VII, (S.1761), 
(S.1762); Nicephorus II (S.1782); Michael VII (S.1879) (2). 
Mostly fine or better, several overstruck. (20)

$250

 

3527*
Michael II, ‘the Amorian, (A.D. 820-829), silver miliaresion, 
Constantinople mint, obv. cross with three steps, legend 
around, rev. five lines, (S.1641, DOC 6, R.1811). Polished, 
good very fine and very scarce.  

$120

3528 
Theophilus, (829-842), silver Miliaresion, Class III issued 
830-1-838, broad flan, (4.37 grams), probably a copy (cf.
S.1661); Constantine VII and Romanus I, (A.D. 913-959), 
silver miliaresion, obv. cross potent on three steps with 
medallion with facing bust of Romanus I, rev. five lines 
of legend, (S.1755, DOC 20, BMC 42); another without 
medallion (S.1757, DOC 21, BMC 67); Andronicus & 
Michael IX, (1295-1320), silver basilkon, obv. Christ facing, 
labarum between, them, (S.2402). All with faults, good - fine, 
some with weakness, broken edges or field damage. (4)

$200
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3529*
Michael III, ‘the Drunkard’, (A.D. 842-867), silver 
miliaresion, Constantinople mint, obv. cross with three steps, 
legend around, rev. five lines, (S.1691, DOC 6, R.1845); 
Constantine VI and Irene, (780-797), silver milliaresion, 
Constantinople mint, issued 780-797, obv. five lines of 
legend, CONS/ TANTINO/ SS IRINIE/ COEU BA/ SILIS, 
rev. cross potent on base with three steps, around IhUS XRIS 
TUS NICA, (S.1595, BMC 4, DOC 4a) (2, one illustrated). 
First coin mounted, others with slightly chipped edges. (3)

$240

  

  
part

3530*
Anonymous issues, period of John I - Alexius I, (10th 
- 12th century); Class A1 (S.1793); Class A2 (S.1813, 7, 
two illustrated with fine busts of Christ) (S.1813); Class 
A3 (S.1814) (3); Class B (S.1823) (7); Class C (S.1825) (5); 
Class D (S.1836) (3); Class G (S.1867); Class H (S.1880); 
Class I (S.1889) (2); Constantine X (S.1853) (4); Michael 
VII (S.1878); Nicophorus III (S.1888); others including a 
few earlier and a lead seal (5). Mostly very good - very fine. 
(59)

$250

  

3531*
John VIII, (1423-1448), AR half hyperpyron obv. bust of 
Christ, rev. two rings of Greek legend, bust of John facing 
(Sear 2563/4). Good very fine.  

$100
3532 
Byzantine, various issues inclufding Justinian I, half follis 
(S.164), (S.236); Phocas (S.642); Heraclius (S.808); Constans 
II (S.1000); Leo III (S.1516); Leo IV (S.1586) (S.1587); 
Leo VI (S.1729); Constantine VII (S.1759); Constantine X 
Anonymous Class E (S.1855); Romanus IV (S.1866); Michael 
VII (S.1878); Nicephorus III (S.1888); Anonymous Class I 
(S.1889); others various other rulers (16). Very good - very 
fine. (31)

$180

3533 
Byzantine, fractions of various rulers from Anastasius 
to Heraclius, mostly identified with tickets, mostly 
pentanummia, decanummia or half folles, together with small 
lead seals etc. (5). Mostly fine - very fine. (34)

$150

ANCIENT & ISLAMIC COINS

The Jon Baker Collection

 

3534*
Black Sea region, Kolchis, (c.5th-4th century B.C.), base 
silver hemidrachm, (2.090 grams), obv. female head to right 
of archaistic style within dotted border, rev. bull’s head right 
within linear circle, (S.3628 [£90], BMC 1-5, SNG BMC 
1013-1018). Fine/nearly very fine.

$80

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 63 (lot 3544). 

 

3535*
Persian Imperial Coinage, Kingdom of, Artaxerxes, (475-420 
B.C.), silver siglos, (5.370 [illustrated], 5.404, 5.560 grams), 
obv. king as bearded archer kneeling to right with spear and 
bow, rev. oblong incuse punch, (S.4678, Babelon Pl.86, 11, 
Carradice type IIIb). Fine - very fine. (3)

$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 2194) for the second coin.

   

3536*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates I, (c.171-138 B.C.), silver 
drachm, (3.64 grams), Hekatompylos mint, obv. large bust 
to left in bashlyk, rev. archer seated right on omphalos, two 
line inscription no symbol, (S.7327, Sellwood 9.1, Shore 7) 
another silver drachm, (4.156 grams), Hekatompylos mint, 
obv. bare headed bearded bust to left with fillet border, 
rev. archer seated right on omphalos, three line inscription, 
(S.7330, Sellwood 11.1, Shore 25). Nearly very fine; good 
very fine. (2)

$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 52 (lot 1957) and previously from the 
Lewis Egnew Collection, Superior sale May 30, 1995 (lot 7757 part) for 
the first coin. 
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3537*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates I, (c.171-138 B.C.), silver 
drachm, (3.22 [illustrated], 3.834 grams), Hekatompylos 
mint, obv. Mithradates I, rev. archer seated to right, (S.7328, 
Sellwood 10.1, Shore 13). Fine - very fine, scarce. (2)

$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 60 (lot 1972) and Lewis Egnew Collection, 
Superior Sale May 30, 1995 (lot 7757 part), for the first coin, Antiquarius 
New Zealand for the second coin.

 

3538*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates II, (c.138-127 B.C.), silver 
drachm, (3.910 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. large bare-
headed bust to left with short beard, wearing diadem, A 
behind, rev. archer seated right on omphalos, four line 
inscription, (cf.S.7351, Sellwood 16.3, Shore 43). Minor 
edge splits, otherwise very fine. 

$100

 

3539*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates II, (c.138-127 B.C.), silver 
drachm, (3.870 grams), Tambrax mint, obv. large bare-
headed bust to left with short beard, wearing diadem, TAM 
behind, rev. archer seated right on omphalos, four line 
inscription, (cf.S.7351, Sellwood 16.11, Shore 50). Nearly 
very fine/good very fine. 

$120

Ex Antiquarius, New Zealand with ticket and Noble Numismatics Sale 59 
(lot 1958 illustrated).

3540 
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates II, (c.138-127 B.C.), AE 
Dichalkon, obv. medium bare-headed bust to left with short 
beard, wearing diadem, rev. horse standing to right, (cf.
S.7356, Sellwood 16.28, Shore 486); other AE Mithradates 
II, rev. Pegasos flying another horse head; Orodes I, rev. horse 
r.; Darius (?), obv. facing bust, rev. horse standing r,; Orodes 
II, rev. anchor, crescent; Phraates IV, rev.stag standing r., star 
above crescent, fort with towers; Artabanus II, rev. helmeted 
bust l.; Vologases VI, rev. eagle standing r. (Sellwood 16.28, 
26.25, 27.9, 35.14, 43.13, 48.18, 52.50, 52.55, 63.17, 
88.25). Very good - very fine. (11)

$100

The tickets indicate for most are from the Kenneth A. Jacobs Collection sold 
at Baldwin & Sons, Sale 7, May 2, 1996 (lot 58 part). 

 

 

part

3541*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates II, (123-88 B.C.), silver 
drachm, (3.930 grams), Rhagae mint, obv. large size bare-
headed bust to left with long beard, wearing diadem, rev. 
archer seated right on throne, five line inscription, (S.7371, 
Sellwood 27.1, Shore 85) [illustrated]; another (3.480 
grams), Rhagae mint, obv. small bare-headed bust to left 
with long beard, wearing diadem, monogram behind, rev. 
archer seated right on throne, four line inscription, E to 
right, (S.7370, Sellwood 26.17, Shore -) [illustrated], another 
(3.870 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. small bare-headed bust 
to left with long beard, wearing diadem, rev. archer seated 
right on throne, four line inscription, (S.7370, Sellwood 
26.1, Shore 77); another similar false. Very fine - nearly 
extremely fine. (4)

$200

Ex. Spink Auctions Australia, November 26, 1985, (lot 1446). 

3542 
Parthia, Kingdom of, small bronze chalkoi from mostly 
Ecbatana mint of Mithradates II, (c.123-88 B.C.), AE 16, 
(3.51 grams), club; Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.), AE 11, (1.69 
grams), eagle; another similar AE 12 (1.25 grams), eagle; 
another similar AE 15 (2.64 grams), horse, Mithradatkart 
mint, unlisted; Phraates IV, (c.38-2 B.C.), AE 8, (1.01 grams), 
two cornucopiae; another similar AE 8, (1.16 grams), Nike 
walking right, (Sellwood 28.19, 47.35 (2), -, 52.54, 53.20, 
Shore 500, 518, 522, 533, 547, 554, [These Coins]). Very 
good - very fine, some scarce. (6).

$60

Ex Noble Numismatics Auctiuon Sale 52 (lot 2001) and previously from 
the Shore Collection, Classical Numismatic Group, New York auction, 
December 5, 1995 (lot 493 part). 

 

 

 

Lot 3543 following page
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3543*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes I, (90-77 B.C.) (Sellwood 
Unknown king), silver drachm, (3.978 grams), Ecbatana 
mint, obv. large size bare-headed bust to left with short 
beard, wearing diadem, rev. archer seated right on throne, 
five line inscription, (S.7382, Sellwood 30.14, Shore 131); 
another silver drachm, (3.704 grams), Rhagae mint, obv. 
small size bust wearing a tiara to left with short beard, with 
six pointed star in centre, rev. archer seated right on throne, 
seven line inscription, (cf.S.7389, Sellwood 31.5, Shore 122); 
another Phraates III, (70-57 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.562 
grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size long bearded bust 
wearing tiara with stags, horn on side, rev. archer seated 
right on throne, six line inscription, TAT monogram in field, 
(cf.S.7402, Sellwood 39.2, Shore 180). Very fine or better 
all scarce. (3)

$200

3544 
Parthia, Kingdom of, bronze chalkoi unless stated from mostly 
Ecbatana mint of Orodes I (c.90-80 B.C.), AE 14. dicholkos, 
horse head right; Unknown king, (c.80 B.C.) (Shore Orodes 
I), AE 15 tetracholkos, horse walking right; Phraates III, 
(c.70-57 B.C.), AE 16, tetrachalkos, horse prancing right; 
AE 15 dichalkos. horse head right; Mithradates III, (c.57-54 
B.C.), AE 13 tetrachalkos, elephant right; AE 14 dichalkos, 
horse head right; another Nike walking right; Orodes II, 
(c.57-38 B.C.), AE 17, tetrachalkos, Pegasos flying right; 
(Sellwood 31.13, 30.31, 38.19, 38.22, 40.18, 40.19, 41.22, 
43.13; BMC IX,10, X 6, 10, 13, 14, XIII 6, cf.6/14, 9, XIV, 
8; Shore 127 (illustrated), 502, 186, 187, -, 207, 509, cf.510). 
Very good - very fine, some rare. (8).

$60

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 52 (lot 2015) and previously from 
Glendining’s auction, October 28, 1964 (lot 1115 part).

  

3545*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Gotarzes I, (c.95-87 B.C.), silver 
drachm, (3.984, 3.600 grams), Rhagae mint, obv. bust to 
left with beard, wearing a tiara with horn in centre, torque 
ends in dot rev. archer seated to right on throne, five line 
inscription, (cf.S.7394; Sellwood 33.4, Shore 114), together 
with a cast copy of same type. Nearly extremely fine; nearly 
very fine; fair for copy, scarce. (3)

$150

 

3546*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates III, (57-54 B.C.), silver 
drachm, (4.030 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. short bearded 
bust to left wearing double band diadem, rev. archer seated 
right on throne, seven line inscription, monogram of A & 
T, B behind throne, (S.7422, Sellwood 40.2, Shore 189) 
[illustrated]; another (3.568 grams), Rhagae mint, obv. short 
bearded bust to left wearing double band diadem, rev. archer 
seated right on throne, seven line inscription, monogram of 
Rhagae above, (cf.S.7423, Sellwood 40.5, Shore 195). Toned, 
extremely fine; fine. (2)

$150

 

3547*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver drachm, 
(3.696 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. small size bust wearing 
a diadem to left with short beard, rev. archer seated right on 
throne, seven line inscription, monogram ETP, (cf.S.7439, 
Sellwood 43.2, Shore -); another (3.812 grams), Ecbatana 
mint, obv. medium size bust wearing a diadem to left with 
short beard, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line 
inscription, monogram ATT, (cf.S.7441, Sellwood 45.9, 
Shore 222); another (3.996 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. 
large size bust wearing a diadem to left with short beard, 
star before, crescent behind, rev. archer seated right on 
throne, seven line inscription, - over AT monogram under 
bow, (illustrated) (cf.S.7443, Sellwood 47.5, Shore 239); 
another (3.996 grams), Mithradatkart mint, obv. large size 
bust wearing a diadem to left with short beard, star before, 
crescent behind, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven 
line inscription, MT over Θ under bow, (cf.S.7443, Sellwood 
47.9, Shore 241). Third toned and extremely fine, others fine 
- very fine all with dealer tickets. (4) 

$150

The Parthian kings were called brothers of the sun and moon, hence the star 
and crescent on several of their coins in the above lot.

3548 
Parthia, Kingdom of, bronze chalkoi, unless stated from 
Ecbatana mint of Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.), AE 12, dichalkos, 
Tyche head right; Phraataces, (c.2 B.C. - A.D. 4), AE 13, 
King riding horse right; AE 10, Tyche standing left at altar; 
AE 13 Tyche seated left, loop with ties symbol in right field, 
(Unpublished); AE 10, star above crescent; Artabanus II, 
(c.A.D. 10-38), AE 14, cantharos; AE 12, crescent over 
star; (Sellwood 46.28, 57.15, 57.16, cf.57.17, 57.18, 61.12, 
61.14; BMC XVI 8, XXIII 14, 15, 16, 17, XXV 11, 12; Shore 
517, 559, 560, -, 561, 566, -). With old envelopes, very good 
- very fine, some rare. (7).

$60

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 52 (lot 2055) and previously 
Glendining’s auction, October 28, 1964 (lot 1115 part).

3549 
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates IV, (c.38-2 B.C.) silver 
drachm, (3.560 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium 
size bust wearing a diadem to left with short beard, eagle 
behind head, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven 
line inscription, monogram ΑΓΤ, (cf.S.7472, Sellwood 
52.10, Shore 277);  another (3.660 grams), Laodicea mint, 
obv. similar, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line 
inscription, monogram Λ, (cf.S.7472, Sellwood 52.16, Shore 
283); another (3.718 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. similar 
star on left, eagle on right, rev. similar, (S.7473, Sellwood 
53.3, Shore 293), another (3.702 grams), Ecbatana mint, 
obv. similar with short beard, star above crescent before 
and eagle behind head, rev. archer seated right on throne, 
seven line inscription, monogram ΑΓΤ below bow, (cf.
S.7474, Sellwood 54.7, Shore 297); another similar (3.348 
grams); another similar (3.892 grams), Mithradatkart mint, 
obv. medium size bust wearing a diadem to left with short 
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beard, crescent before and eagle behind head, rev. archer 
seated right on throne, seven line inscription, monogram MT 
below bow, altar or anchor symbol behind throne, (cf.S.7475, 
cf.Sellwood 54.14, Shore 302). Fine - very fine. (6) 

$200

Ex Glendining’s auction London, September 27, 1970 (lot 210 part) and 
Noble Numismatics sale 52 (lot 2093) for Sellwood 52.16. 

3550 
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates IV, (c.38-2 B.C.) silver 
tetradrachm, (14.872 grams), Seleucia mint, obv. medium 
size bust wearing a diadem to left with pointed beard, rev. 
king enthroned to left, holding Nike and sceptre, uncertain 
date below, (cf.S.7470, cf.Sellwood 54.1, Shore -); Tiridates, 
(29-27 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.470 grams), Seleucia 
mint, issued April of uncertain year, obv. large size bare-
headed bust to left with long beard, wearing diadem, wart 
on forehead, rev. king enthroned to right receiving palm from 
Tyche facing holding sceptre, in exergue month ΑΠΤΕΜ, 
under throne X monogram, between legs A, monogram θΠΛ 
to right of palm, seven line inscription, (cf.S.7496, Sellwood 
55.11, Shore 311). Very fine; nearly very fine and and this 
an extremely rare variant. (2)

$150

  

  

 

3551*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraataces, (c.2 B.C. - A.D. 4), silver 
drachm, (3.872 grams), Mithradatkart mint, obv. small 
size bust wearing a diadem to left with short beard, Nike 
behind head with wreath, star above crescent before head, 
rev. archer seated right on throne, blundered inscription, O 
behind bust, monogram ΜΙ Θ, (cf.S.7474, Sellwood 56.10, 
Shore -); another silver tetradrachm, (14.866 grams), Seleucia 
mint, issued August 1 B.C., obv. bust to left with short beard, 
wearing diadem, Nike each side of head, rev. king seated to 
right, holding bow, seven line inscription, AIT below bow 
(year 311), ΑΠΕΛ in exergue, (cf.S.5759; Sellwood 57.11, 
Shore -);  Vonones I, (A.D. 8-12), silver drachm, (3.550 
grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. bearded bust to left triple 
diadem, legend around, BACIΛEYC ONOΩNHS, rev. Nike 
standing to right holding palm branch, four line inscription, 
A dot bared above, in front, (S.5768, Sellwood 60.5, Shore 
329). Very fine, last rare. (3)

$200

Ex Antiquarius, New Zealand for the first coin and S. V. Hagley Collection 
sold Noble Numismatics Sale 48 (lot 2831) for the last coin, both coins 
come with their tickets.

 

 

 

part

3552*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Artabanus II, (A.D. 10-38), silver 
drachm, (3.484, 3.764 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium 
size bust wearing a diadem to left with long square beard, and 
chain around neck, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven 
line inscription, monogram AT over . under bow, (S.5776, 
Sellwood 63.6, Shore 341); another similar uncertain mint 
(Traxiane?) (4.002 grams), rev. X below throne, (illustrated) 
(Sellwood 63.12, Shore 348 [This Coin]); Vardanes I, 
(c.A.D. 40-45), silver drachm, (3.464 [illustrated] 3.780, 
3.414 [holed] grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. large size bust 
wearing a diadem to left with short pointed beard, hair in 
three waves, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line 
inscription, monogram AT and dot, (S.5788, Sellwood 64.31, 
Shore 353); another (3.470 grams), Mithradatkart mint, obv. 
medium size bust wearing a diadem with loop to left with 
short rounded beard, star above crescent before head, rev. 
archer seated right on throne, blundered inscription, mint 
monogram before, B behind, (illustrated) (cf.S.-, Sellwood 
64.34, Shore 356 [This Coin]); another billon tetradrachm, 
(13.520 grams), Seleucia mint, issued year 354 (Seleucid era) 
= A.D. 42-3, uncertain month, obv. large size bare-headed 
bust to left with long beard, wearing diadem, and with 
wart, rev. king enthroned to right receiving palm branch 
from Tyche holding cornucopiae, seven line inscription, year 
ΔNT between figures, (cf.S.5787, cf.Sellwood 64.12, cf.Shore 
352). Fine - extremely fine. (8)

$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 2129, 2144) and the Fred Shore 
Collection, listed in Classical Numismatic Group New York auction, 
December 5, 1995, (lot 348, 356).

3553 
Parthia, Kingdom of, bronze chalkoi unless stated from 
mostly Ecbatana mint of Artabanus II (c.A.D. 10-38), AE 
14, amphora; AE 8, animal stg. left; AE 11, horse’s head 
right; Vardanes I (c.A.D. 40-45), AE 12, male figure standing 
left with torch; AE 11 (2), eagle standing right in square; 
Vonones II (c.A.D. 51), AE 10, obv. facing bust, rev. naked 
male figure in arch to right; Vardanes II (c.A.D. 55-58), 
AE 11, Nike walking right with diadem; Pacorus II (c.A.D. 
78-105), AE 10, bust of Tyche to right; (Sellwood 63.25, 
cf.Type 63; 63.36 [BMC 147], 64.40, 64.41 (2), 67.4, 69.15, 
77.10-11, Shore 578, -, 584, 589, 590 (2), 594, 600, -). Very 
good - very fine, some rare. (9).

$60

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 52 (lot 2135) except the first coin. 
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part

3554*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Gotarzes II, (A.D. 40-51), silver 
drachm, (3.748, 3.756, 3.484, 3.698, 3.478 [copy] grams), 
Ecbatana mint, obv. large size bust wearing a diadem 
to left with square cut straight beard, hair in uneven 
downward wave, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven 
line inscription, monogram AT and dot, (S.5793, Sellwood 
65.33, Shore 364); Vonones II, (c.A.D. 51), silver drachm, 
(3.650 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. large size facing bust 
wearing a tiara with horn motifs, six pointed star each side, 
dotted border, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven 
line inscription, monogram AT and dot, (S.5797, Sellwood 
67.1, Shore 368); Vologases I, (A.D. 51-78), silver drachm, 
(3.444 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. bust to left with tapering 
beard, wearing diadem, I) behind, rev. archer enthroned to 
right, seven line inscription, AT dot below bow, (cf.S.5802; 
Sellwood 71.1, Shore 377). Fine - good very fine. (7)

$200

Ex Sotheby, London auction July 15, 1980 (lot 58 part) for the first four 
Gotarzes II drachms and Noble Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 2150). 

3555 
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vardanes II, (c.A.D. 55-58), silver 
drachm, (3.774 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size 
bust wearing a diadem to left with short round triangular 
pointed beard, hair in three waves, rev. archer seated right 
on throne, seven line inscription, monogram AT and dot, 
(S.5830, Sellwood 69.13, Shore -); billon tetradrachm, 
(13.572 grams), Seleucia mint, issued uncertain month of 
year 368 (Seleucid era) = A.D. 56, obv. large size bust to 
left with short beard, wearing diadem, rev. king enthroned 
to left receiving diadem from Tyche holding sceptre, eight 
line inscription, including year ΗΞΤ, and month in exergue 
off flan, (S.5799, Sellwood 69.7-9, cf.Shore 382); Pacorus 
II, (c.A.D. 78-105), silver drachm, (3.300, 3.240 grams), 
Ecbatana mint, obv. large size bust wearing a tiara with 
hooks on crest, to left, wearing crescent beard, hair in 
three waves, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line 
inscription, monogram AT and dot, (S.5820, Sellwood 77.8, 
Shore 399); Vologases III, (A.D. 105-147), silver drachm, 
(3.662 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. bust to left with pointed 
beard, wearing diadem, rev. archer enthroned to right, seven 
line inscription, AT dot below bow, (cf.S.5831, Sellwood 
78.3, Shore 413), others similar (Sellwood 28.4) (3), (3.566, 
3.668, 3.592 grams) and a bronze denarius (3.702 grams), 
(Sellwood 78.12), rev. with Π below bow. Generally fine - 
very fine third has been mounted on edge with some surface 
filing, otherwise good fine. several very scarce. (9)

$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 60 (lot 1979) for the third coin. 

  

3556*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Osroes I, (A.D. 109-129), silver 
drachm, (3.490 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. beardless bust 
to left triple diadem, hair in circular bunch, rev. archer 
seated right on throne, seven line inscription, A bared above 
in front, (S.5841, Sellwood 80.1, Shore 422). Good very 
fine/very fine and rare.

$500

 

3557*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Parthamaspates, (A.D. 116), silver 
drachm, (3.43 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. short bearded 
bust to left wearing tiara, rev. archer seated right on throne, 
seven line inscription, A bared above in front, (S.5848, 
Sellwood 81.1, Shore 423). Good very fine and scarce.

$200

 

part

3558*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases IV, (c.A.D. 147-191), 
silver drachm, (3.738 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium 
size bust wearing a tiara with pellets attached, to left with 
square pointed long beard, rev. archer seated right on throne 
represented, Δ below, dot above bow, seven line inscription, 
monogram AT, (cf.S.5858, Sellwood 84.129, cf.Shore 434) 
another Ecbatana mint, (3.852 grams), obv. similar, rev. 
reversed N below, archer seated right on throne Λ below, 
no dot above bow, seven line inscription, monogram AT, 
(cf.S.5858, Sellwood 84.132, Shore 434); another billon 
tetradrachm, (9.680 grams), Seleucia mint, issued uncertain 
month of year 492 (Seleucid era) = A.D. 180, month July, 
obv. large size bust to left with long beard, wearing tiara, 
letter B behind, rev. king enthroned to right receiving 
diadem from Tyche holding sceptre, partial inscription, 
including year BQY, (cf.S.5857, Sellwood 84.85, cf.Shore 
432) another (9.588 grams), year 502 = A.D.190, uncertain 
month, (cf.Sellwood 84.124-6); Osroes II, (c.A.D. 190), 
silver drachm, (3.676 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium 
size bust wearing a tiara with pellets attached, to left with 
triangular pointed long beard, rev. archer seated right on 
throne represented as a Λ, four line inscription, monogram 
ΠT, (cf.S.5866, Sellwood 85.3, Shore 439); Vologases VI, 
(c.A.D. 208-228), silver drachm, (3.672 grams), Ecbatana 
mint, obv. medium size bust wearing a tiara with neckflap, 
]I behind tiara, to left with pointed long beard, rev. archer 
seated right on throne represented, AT monogram below, 
five line inscription, (cf.S.5876, Sellwood 88.19, Shore 458); 
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another similar (3.588 grams), (cf.Sellwood 88.24, Shore 
463 (this coin); billon tetradrachm, (12.706 grams), Seleucia 
mint, probably issued about A.D. 220, obv. bust to left with 
pointed beard, wearing tiara, behind B, rev. king enthroned 
to left, receiving diadem from Tyche with sceptre, trace only 
of seven line inscription, [-]KΞ above wreath, (cf.S.5874; 
cf.Sellwood 88.3-.12, cf.Shore 452). Toned, fine - nearly 
extremely fine. (8)

$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 2201) and the Shore Collection, Classical 
Numismatic Group New York auction, December 5, 1995 (lot 463 for 
illustrated coin).  

 

 

 

 

part

3559*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates IV, (38-2 B.C.), Sakaraukae 
imitation of silver drachm, (3.128 grams), obv. bust to left 
with countermark in engraved in die of head right, rev. archer 
enthroned to right, crude inscription around, (Sellwood 
91.13, Shore 473) (illustrated);  Elymais, (7) issues in 
bronze of Orodes I including tetradrachm, (15.068 grams) 
(illustrated), Phraates, Orodes II, including tetradrachm, 
(14.926 grams) (illustrated), (S.5903), Kamnaskires, Orodes, 
Orodes III; other issues of Indo-Parthian, Sanabares, (3) 
A.D. c.50-65, (Sellwood 93.1, 93.5, 93.6-8; Shore 477, 478, 
479); others (3), Armenia, AE of Tigranes II, 83-69 B.C., rev. 
palm branch between legend, (S.7210); Clanchef in Sogdiana 
and Bactria, Dahaean of the Choesmia, c.130-1 B.C., silver 
obol, (1.078 grams) (illustrated). Generally fine - very fine, 
several rare. (16)

$300

 

        

3560*
Persis, Kingdom of, Oxathres (Son of Darius II) or Uncertain 
ruler, (c.A.D. first century), silver drachm, (3.098 grams), obv. 
draped bust to left similar to Oxathres, rev. N surrounded 
by radiating dashes, (cf.S.6209, Alram 587 [p.375, Pl.19), 
BMC 1 [p.221, Pl.XXXIII, 8], M.-); another uncertain ruler 
(Mitchiner Prince Y), (c.A.D. 30), silver hemi-drachm, (1.330 
grams), obv. draped bust to left with short beard, wearing 
diadem and tiara ornamented by a crescent, rev. double 
diadem traces of Aramaic legend around, (S.5956, BMC 
5 [p.237, Pl.XXXVI, 15], Alram 619, M.751); another 
Mancihr II  (mid -late 2nd century A.D.), silver hemidrachm, 
(1.682 grams), obv. king with crowned and bearded bust 
to left, wearing Parthian style tiara, rev. plain bust to left, 
legend around, (S.5964, BMC 3 [p.241], Alram 635). Very 
fine or better mostly scarce. (3)

$300

 

 

 

part

3561*
Sasanian King, Ardashir, I (A.D. 224-240), silver drachm, 
(3.490 grams), obv. bearded bust to right of king, wearing 
close-fitting head-dress, legend around, rev. fire altar, without 
attendants (Sellwood type II, Plate I, 4, Gobl 18, M.787); 
another silver drachm, (3.920 grams), obv. bearded bust to 
right of king, wearing close-fitting head-dress with globe 
above, legend around, rev. fire altar, without attendants 
(Sellwood type III, Plate I, 10, Gobl 9-10, M.789-795); 
another similar (3.760 grams); another half drachm, (1.834 
grams), (Sellwood type IV, Plate I, 7; Gobl 11, M.796-8); 
billon tetradrachm, (11.302 grams), obv. bearded bust to 
right of king, wearing close-fitting headress with ear flaps, 
legend around, rev. fire altar, without attendants (Sellwood 
type II, Plate I, 5, Gobl 7, M.784-6); and a copy of a drachm. 
One chipped half drachm mounted, otherwise very good 
- nearly very fine, some scarce. (6)

$250
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part

3562*
Sasanian King, Shapur I, (240-270), silver drachms, (3.770, 
3.838, 3.740, 3.392, 3.848, 4.084, 3.438 grams), obv. bust to 
right with crown, rev. fire altar with attendants, plain below 
altar, (cf.Sellwood Plate I, No.12, 14, 15, cf.Gobl 23, 30, 
32, cf.M.809-819); similar types, silver hemi drachm (2.030 
grams) and silver obol (0.610 grams), (Sellwood -, Gobl 24-
25, M.820-825). Several chipped and worn, otherwise fair 
- good very fine and mostly very scarce. (9) 

$400

  

 

part

3563*
Sasanian King, Varhran I, (271-274), silver drachm, (3.978, 
3.334 grams), obv. bust to right with radiate crown, globe 
above, with ear flap, rev. fire altar with attendants, plain 
shaft, (cf.Sellwood Plate II, No.18, cf.Gobl 45, M.838); 
Varhran,II, (274-293), silver drachm, (4.162 grams), obv. 
bust of Vahran to right with winged helmet, rev. fire altar 
with attendants, (illustrated) (Sellwood type I, 20, Gobl 48, 
Pl.3, M.844);  another silver drachm, (3.122, 3.590 grams), 
obv. jugate busts of Vahran and consort, the queen’s head 
topped with horse head, prince on right to left with eagle 
head, rev. fire altar with attendants, (illustrated) (Sellwood 
type IV, 23, Gobl 68, Pl.4, M.850). First and fourth slightly 
chipped, last mounted and holed, otherwise nearly fine - very 
fine and mostly rare. (5)

$350

 

3564*
Sasanian King, Vahran, II, (274-293), silver drachm, (3.880 
grams), obv. jugate busts of Vahran and consort, the queen’s 
head topped with horse head, prince on right to left with 
eagle head, rev. fire altar with attendants, (Sellwood type IV, 
23, Gobl 64, Pl.4, M.851 [This Coin and illustrated, £250]). 
Nearly extremely fine, and rare.

$300

Ex Robert Senior, England, Collection and illustrated by Michael Mitchiner 
in ACW [p.155]. 

 

 

  

  

part

3565*
Sasanian King, Narseh, (293-302), silver drachms (3), (3.920 
[illustrated], 3.596, 3.312 [illustrated] grams), obv. bust 
to right with radiate crown, globe above, with pallisaded 
headress, rev. fire altar with attendants, plain shaft or dots 
on shaft, (cf.Sellwood Plate III, No.26, Gobl plate 5, 75-6, 
M.860, 856 [dots on shaft], 857); Hormazd II, (302-309), 
similar silver drachms (3) (3.782, 3.502 [illustrated], 3.802 
[illustrated] grams), (Sellwood 27, Gobl 83, 85, M.866, 868 
[Eastern issue] [2]). Two are holed, otherwise nearly very 
fine and very scarce. (6)

$300

Ex S.V. Hagley Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 48 (lot 2864) (four 
coins with Hagley tickets.
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part

3566*
Sasanian King, Shapur II, (A.D. 309-379), silver drachm, 
Type Ia/6a, (4.09 grams), obv. bust to right with crown, 
name in outer margin, rev. fire altar with attendants, legend 
on shaft, (Sellwood 32, Gobl 102, M.879) (illustrated); 
another similar (3.97 grams), (cf.Sellwood 29, Gobl 114, 
M.876); another a large fragment (3.68 grams), (cf.Sellwood 
33, Gobl 106, M.881); another (3.94 grams) (cf.Sellwood 
33, Gobl -, M.884); another (4.17 grams), (cf Sellwood 32, 
cf.Gobl 102, M.887) (illustrated); another (3.66 grams), 
(M.882). One drachm chipped, otherwise fine - good very 
fine, scarce. (6)

$200

 

3567*
Sasanian King, Artashir II, (A.D. 379-383), silver drachm, 
Type I/I, (4.09 grams), obv. bust to right with crown as a 
close-fitting headress, pearl border and globe aabove, name in 
outer margin, rev. fire altar with attendants, holding spears, 
facing altar, (cf.Sellwood 34, Gobl 122, M.910) (illustrated). 
Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.

$200

 

3568*
Sasanian King, Artashir II, (A.D. 379-383), silver drachm, 
Type I/3, (4.09 grams), obv. bust to right with crown as a 
close-fitting headress, pearl border and globe above, name 
in outer margin, rev. fire altar with attendants, holding 
spears, facing altar, (cf.Sellwood 34, cf.Gobl 121, M.905) 
(illustrated). Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.

$200

 

 

 

3569*
Sasanian King, Shapur III, (A.D. 383-388), silver drachm, 
(4.11 grams), bust to right with unusual decorated crown, 
name in outer margin, rev. fire altar, inscribed RAST, 
(Sellwood 37, Gobl 126, Panuck 263, M.914); another 
similar without inscription of RAST (3.82 grams) (cf.Gobl 
126, M.917); another (4.34 grams) (cf.M.915). Very fine or 
better and rare. (3) 

$350

  

  

part

3570*
Sasanian King, Varhran IV, (388-399), silver drachms, (4.23, 
4.02, 3.87, 4.04, 2.912, 4.04 grams) obv. bearded bust to 
right wearing headress with frontal turret and wing behind, 
rev. fire altar with two attendants, (Sellwood 38, 39, Gobl 
136, 139, 141, cf.M.927, 929, 930, 935, 936). Some toned, 
fine to good very fine. (6)

$200
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part

3571*
Sasanian King, Yazdgard I, (A.D. 399-420), silver drachms, 
(3.98, 4.22, 3.72, 4.15, 3.98, 4.19, 4.04, 4.25, 3.58 
[fragment] grams), obv. bearded bust to right with round 
top headress with central crown, crescent before, name in 
outer margin, rev. fire altar with two attendants, flames only 
above fire altar, (Sellwood 41, cf.Gobl 146, 147, M.939-949). 
Several with large flan, several cleaned, very fine - extremely 
fine, scarce. (9)

$400

 

 

 

part

3572*
Sasanian King, Varhran V, (A.D. 420-438), silver drachms, 
a range of mints, obv. bust to right with crown or headress 
of two turrets and a globe, name in outer margin, rev. fire 
altar with two attendants facing the altar with bust of 
Ahuramazda within the flames, (Sellwood 43, 45, Gobl 153-
156, cf.M.951-956). Ten coins as small to large fragments, 
twenty one others with several showing hoard patination, 
otherwise very fine - extremely fine. (31)

$500

 

 

part

3573*
Sasanian King, Yazdgard II, (A.D. 438-457), silver drachms, 
a range of mints, obv. bust to right with crown or headress 
of three turrets and a globe, name in outer margin, rev. fire 
altar with two attendants facing the altar with flames only 
above the altar, (Sellwood 47, Gobl 160, 165, cf.M.968-971). 
Three coins as large fragments, eleven others with several 
showing hoard patination, otherwise very fine - extremely 
fine. (14)

$250

  

  

 

part

3574*
Sasanian King, Peroz (Firuz I), (457-484), silver drachms, a 
range of mints, obv. bust to right with crown or headress of 
two turrets and a globe, crescent before or two wings instead, 
name in outer margin, rev. fire altar with two attendants 
facing the altar with flames only above the altar, (Sellwood 
48, 49, cf.Gobl 167, 169, 171, 174-6, cf.M.973-995). Two 
coins as large fragments, twelve others very fine - extremely 
fine. (15)

$250
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part

3575*
Sasanian King, Valkash, (484-488), silver drachms, (4.06, 
4.14, 4.01 grams), mints RD = Ray (2), Shi = Shiz, obv. bust 
to right with headress of three turrents and globe above, 
flame on shoulder, rev. fire altar with attendants, bust of 
Ahuramzada in flames, (cf.Sellwood Plate V, No.50, Gobl 
178-9, M.1000 [Ray]). Nearly very fine - good very fine, all 
very scarce. (3)

$250

3576 
Sasanian King, Kavad I, (first reign 484-496), silver drachms, 
(4.08, 4.03, 4.02, 3.00, 4.00 grams), mints ST = Istakhur 
(2), GI = Gurgan, Shi = Shiz, VH = Veh Artashir?, obv. b 
b“ust to right with headress of two turrents and globe above, 
crescents above each shoulder, rev. fire altar with attendants, 
flames above altar, star and crescent at top, (cf.Sellwood Plate 
V, No.51, Gobl 183, cf.M.1011-6). One with hole at edge, 
otherwise nearly very fine - good very fine, all scarce. (5)

$200

 

3577*
Sasanian King, Zamasp, (A.D. 496-498), silver drachm, (4.09 
grams), obv. bust to right with crown, small bust of son facing 
offering diadem, name in outer margin, rev. fire altar, year 3, 
VH = Veh Abarsahr mint, (Sellwood 53, Gobl 180-1, Paruck 
Pl.XVIII, 14, M.1008). Extremely fine, rare. 

$250

Ex CNG Auction Sale 54, June 14, 2000 (lot 883, illustrated).

 

part

3578*
Sasanian King, Kavad I, (A.D. 498-531), silver drachms, 
second reign issue, various mints and dates, obv. bust to right 
with crown, name in outer margin, crescents on shoulders, 
and streamers rising from headress into margin, name in 
margin, rev. fire altar with attendants star and crescent, 
(Sellwood 51, cf.Gobl 185-190, M.1017-1025). One with 
hoard patina, one holed another severly clipped, otherwise 
fine - good very fine, several scarce. (15)

$300

The Ahmatana mint is not listed in Sellwood but noted in Mitchiner.

 

part

3579*
Sasanian King, Khusru I, (A.D. 531-579), silver drachms, 
various dates and mints, obv. bearded bust to right with 
crown wearing headress with two turrets and ornamental 
globe above, name in outer margin, crescents on three sides, 
rev. fire altar with attendants, (Sellwood 54, Gobl 194-198, 
cf.M.1028-1072). One clipped another chipped, otherwise 
fine - nearly extremely fine, several scarce. (20)

$300

 

part

3580*
Sasanian King, Hormazd IV, (A.D. 579-590), silver drachms, 
various dates and mints, obv. bearded bust to right with 
crown wearing headress with two turrets and ornamental 
globe above, name in outer margin, star and crescents on 
three sides, rev. fire altar with attendants, (Sellwood 55-56, 
Gobl 200-202, cf.M.1073-1099). One clipped, otherwise 
very good - nearly extremely fine. (18)

$250
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part

3581*
Sasanian King, Khusru II, (A.D. 590, 591-628), silver 
drachms, various dates and mints, obv. bearded bust to right 
with crown wearing headress, name in outer margin, star 
and crescents on three sides, rev. fire altar with attendants 
with triple margin; together with copper nummia from 
Alexandria mint, (Sellwood 61-63, 65-66, Gobl 208-215, 
222, cf.M.1111-1213, 1221-1223); Arab Sasanian prototype 
issue, Khusru II (A.D. 590 - 627), silver drachm or dirhems 
(7), (A.D. 626), with word “praise” in outer margin, (cf.W. 
alpha [p.2, Plate I, alpha); cf.M.21; Sellwood type 62; Gobl 
214). Several toned, four clipped, otherwise, Fine - extremely 
fine. (49)

$500

 

 
part

3582*
Sasanian King, Artashir III, (A.D. 628-630), silver drachms, 
BISh = Bishapur year 2, (3.98 grams), another ART = Gor 
mint, year 2 (4.15 grams), another AIRAN = Shush mint, year 
2 (3.01 grams), obv. beardless bust of child-king to right with 
crown wearing headress with crescent before, ornamental 
globe above, name in outer margin, star and crescents on 
three sides, rev. fire altar with attendants, (Sellwood 69-70, 
Gobl 225-227, M.1227-1231). First chipped, last clipped, 
otherwise fine - nearly extremely fine. (3)

$200

 

3583*
Sasanian Queen, Buran, (A.D. 630-631), silver drachm, SK 
= Sakastan year 32, (4.09 grams), obv. bust of Queen to 
right with long hair and wingless headress, name in outer 
margin, star and crescents on three sides, rev. fire altar with 
attendants, four stars and crescents around, (Sellwood 71, 
Gobl 229, M.1241). Bright, good very fine and rare. 

$300

 

3584*
Sasanian King, Hormazd V, (A.D. 631-632), silver drachm, 
NIHCh = Nishapur year 2, (3.79 grams), obv. bearded bust 
of king to right with winged headress with star and crescent 
before, double dotted margin, name in outer margin, star 
and crescents on three sides, rev. fire altar with attendants 
within triple dotted margin, (Sellwood 73, Gobl 230-231, 
cf.M.1242-1248). Lightly toned, good very fine and rare. 

$200

  

 

 

Lot 3585
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3585*
Sasanian King, Yazdgard III, (A.D. 632-651), silver drachms, 
various mints, (4.04, 3.37 and 3.89 grams), obv. beardless 
bust of child-king to right with winged headress similar 
to Khusru II issues, single or double dotted margin, name 
in outer margin, star and crescents on three sides, rev. fire 
altar with attendants within double or triple dotted margin, 
(Sellwood 74, Gobl 234-235, cf.M.1251-1256). Bright to 
lightly toned, very fine - extremely fine and very scarce. (3)

$250

 

 

 

 

part

3586*
Hephthalites or Hunnic Tribes (White Huns), (c.A.D. 475-
550), silver and base metal drachms, various types and 
mints from the apogee of the Hephthalites (Kabul Valley 
and Zabul), obv. “Napki” bust to right, rev. fire altar with 
attendants, (12), (cf.M.1491-1494, 1499-1518); others of 
anonymous types in base metal (3) (cf.M.1445-1449); silver 
drachm as tribute money from Peroz (457-483) (M.1450 
type 1 countermark); countermarked drachms of Hormazd 
IV (4) (579-590), others (2). Several clipped, toned or bright, 
otherwise  fine - nearly extremely fine. (22)

$400

 

 
part

  

part

3587*
Turko-Hephthalites or later Hunnic Tribes (White Huns), 
(c.A.D. 600-799), silver imitative drachms, various types and 
mints mostly with countermarks, obv. crowned bust to right, 
rev. fire altar with attendants, (4), (cf.M.1397-1408, 1560); 
others from Sogdiana (Bokhara) (16) as debased types in 
base metal (cf.M.1395-1396); Hunnic Gurjara area (c.550 
B.C.), silver drachms as pre-Gujarat coinage imitating issues 
of Peroz (457-483) a small hoard of (8) coins (cf.M.1476-
1482). Several with green oxidation, a few lightly toned, 
several clipped, otherwise fine - nearly extremely fine. (28)

$400

3588 
Arab-Sassanian issues, silver hemidrachms of the Ispahbads 
of Tabaristan, Prototype coinage of these Ispahbads, 
Independent rulers (A.50-52), Farkham (Farroxan) (A.D. 
711-731); Datburjmihr (731-739); Khurshid (740-761) (3); 
Abbasid Governors ‘Umar (771-780) (7); Sa’id (776-779); 
Jarir (786-788); Hani (788-790); Muqatil (788-792) (2); 
‘Abd Allah (790-792) (2); Ibrahim (791-792); Anonymous 
issues (780-793) (5); (A.55-56, 58, 64, 65, 68, 69, 70, 72, 
73-74). One holed, mostly fine - extremely fine. (27)

$400

3589 
Arab-Sasanian and Arab Byzantine, copper fals (2), Imperial 
bust and emperor and son, (A.105, 110); silver dirhems, 
Anonymous types (2) (c.653-670), Sakaston year 21; local 
copy, (A.4); Samura b. Jundab (671-2) DA (A.9); ‘Ubayd 
Allah b. Ziyad (674-683) (2) (A.12); ‘Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr 
(680-692) (2) (A.15); Salm b. Ziyad (680-684) (A.18); ‘Umar 
b.’Ubayd Allah (686-689) (2, one clipped) (A.21); Khalid 
b.’Abd Allah (692-694), (A.24) (clipped); al-Muhallab b. 
Abi Sufra (694-698), (A.31); al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf (694-713), 
(A.36). Very good - nearly extremely fine. (15)

$400

 

3590*
Umayyad Caliphate, ‘Abd al-Malik, (A.H. 65-86) (A.D. 
685-705), gold dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but 
Damascus mint), dated A.H. 80 = A.D. 699-700, (A.125, 
BMC 4, W.190). Has been mounted, otherwise very fine 
and scarce.

$250
One of the earliest dates of Islamic gold dinars.
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3591*
Umayyad Caliphate, Hisham, (A.H. 105-125) (A.D. 724-
743), gold dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but 
probably Damascus mint), dated A.H. 111 = A.D. 729-730, 
(A.136, BMC 32b, W.231). Trace of mounting on edge, 
otherwise good very fine and scarce. 

$250

3592 
Umayyad Caliphate, silver dirhems mostly from the common 
mint olv“f Wasit and a few from Damascus, ‘Abd al-Malik, 
(A.H. 65-86) (A.D. 685-705) (6); al-Walid I (A.H. 86-96) 
(A.D. 705-715) (15); al-Sulayman (A.H. 96-99) (A.D. 715-
717), (8); ‘Umar, (A.H. 99-101) (A.D. 717-720) (4); Yazid 
II, (A.H. 101-105) (A.D. 720-724), (5); Hisham, (A.H. 
105-125) (A.D. 724-743), (25); al-Walid II, (A.H. 125-126) 
(A.D. 724-725), (2); Ibrahim, (A.H. 126-127) (A.D. 744), 
(2); Marwan II, (A.H. 127-132) (A.D. 744-750), (5); post 
reform copper fals (38), a collection with duplication. Poor 
- extremely fine. (110)

$1,000

 

3593*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mansur, (A.H. 136-158) (A.D. 754-
775), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 149 = A.D. 765-776, (A.212, 
cf.M.139). Nearly very fine and scarce.

$200

3594 
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mansur, (A.H. 136-158) (A.D. 754-
775), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 150 = A.D. 766-777, (A.212, 
cf.M.139). Heavy scratches on the reverse, otherwise fine.

$120

 

3595*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mahdi, (A.H. 158-169) (A.D. 775-
785), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 165 = A.D. 781-782, (A.214, 
M.156-7). Field scratch, otherwise very fine and scarce.

$200

3596 
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-
809), gold dinar, no mint name but struck at Bagdad, A.H. 
173 = A.D. 789, type, another A.H. 178 = A.D. 794 (A.218). 
Nearly fine one bent. (2) 

$300

Al-Rashid was the caliph about whom the ‘Thousand and One Nights’ was 
composed, memorialised in the ballet Scheherezade.

3597 
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-
809), gold dinar, no mint name but struck at Bagdad, A.H. 
175 = A.D. 791, (A.218). Heavy score mark on obverse, 
otherwise nearly very fine. 

$180
See note above.

 

3598*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-
809), gold dinar, no mint name but struck at Bagdad, A.H. 
176 = A.D. 792, (A.218). Good very fine. 

$200
See note above.

 

3599*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-
809), gold dinar, no mint name but struck at Misr, (Fustat 
in Egypt), A.H. [18]5 = A.D. 801, major type variant with 
additional additional inner circle on the reverse naming the 
heir al-Amin in the inner marginal legend, (A.218, cf.BMC 
154, Lavoix 758). Very fine and rare. 

$250
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 4099). 

This additional legend occurs on only a limited number of pieces for a few 
years in this period. It represents a major departure and experiment never 
to be repeated. 

3600 
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-
809), gold dinar, no mint name but struck at Misr (Egypt), 
A.H. 186 and 189 = A.D. 802, 804-5, (A.218). First coin 
plugged otherwise very fine, second nearly fine. (2) 

$300
See note above.

 

3601*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Amin, (A.H. 193-198) (A.D. 809-
813), gold dinar, no mint but probably Misr (Fustat in Egypt), 
with additional legends on the reverse “li’l Khalifa Al-Amin”, 
(for the caliph Al-Amin), A.H.194 = A.D. 809-810, (A.220). 
Nearly very fine and scarce.

$200

3602 
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Ma’mum, (A.H. 194-218) (A.D. 
810-833), gold dinar, Baghdad mint, A.H. 203(?)A.D. 818-
819, type variant with additional letters ‘to Allah’ and mint 
named, on rev., (A.222). Clipped, otherwise nearly very fine 
and scarce.

$150
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3603*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Ma’mum, (A.H. 194-218) (A.D. 
810-833), gold dinar, no mint (Baghdad), A.H. 212 = A.D. 
827-828, type variant with additional legend Governor of 
Misr (Egypt) ‘Obaidallah ibn Sari, on the reverse, (A.222, 
BMC 262). Good very fine and scarce.

$200

Ex Sotheby July 23, 1975, (lot 92) and Noble Numismatics Sale 45 (lot 
4021).

     

3604*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Muqtadir, (A.H. 295-320) (A.D. 
908-932), gold dinar, Misr mint (Cairo, Egypt), A.H. 309, =  
A.D. 921-922, with additional field inscription “li-’Ilah” (to 
Allah), (A.245, Not in BMC or M.). Slightly bent, otherwise 
very fine and scarce. 

$250

3605 
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Radi, (A.H. 322-329) (A.D. 934-940), 
gold dinar, Misr mint (Cairo, Egypt), A.H. 323, =  A.D. 
934-935, (A.254, M.-); Late Abbasid, Abul Abbas Ahmad 
al Nasir, (A.H. 575-622) (A.D. 1180-1225), gold dinar, with 
caliph’s name, Madinat al Salam mint (Baghdad mint), A.H. 
615 = A.D. 1213-1214, with additional field inscriptions, 
(cf.A.268, cf.M.265). First has been mounted, otherwise 
fine - very fine. (2)

$300

3606 
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Saffah, (A.H. 132-136) (A.D. 
749-754), (3), (A.210); al-Mansur, (A.H. 136-158) (A.D. 
754-775), (33) (A.213), AE fals (3); al-Mahdi (A.H. 158-
169) (A.D. 775-785), (22) (A.215), AE fals (3); al-Rashid, 
(A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-809), (36) (A.219); al-Amin, 
(A.H. 193-198) (A.D. 809-813), (7) (A.221); al-Ma’mum, 
(A.H. 194-218) (A.D. 810-833), (3), (A.223), AE fals (1); 
Al Muntasir (A.H. 247-248) (A.D. 861-862), (1) (A.232); 
al-Muktafi, (A.H. 289-295) (A.D. 902-908), (2), (A.244); 
al-Muqtadir, (A.H. 295-320) (A.D. 908-932), (6), (A.246); 
al-Muttaqi, (A.H. 329-333) (A.D. 940-944), (1) (A.261); al-
Musta’sim, (A.H. 640-656) (A.D. 1242-1258), (2), (A.276); 
other Abbasid AE fals (5). Fair - good very fine, several 
clipped. (125)

$1,000

Almost all come from the three major mints and apparently different by 
date or mint.

3607 
Umayyad of Spain, al-Hakam I, (A.H. 181-206) (A.D. 797-
821), silver dirhams, Al-Andalus mint (Spain), A.H. 195 = 
A.D. 810-1, other dates 196, 197, 201, (A.340, cf.M.317); 
‘Abd al-Rahman II, (A.H. 206-238) (A.D. 822-852), silver 
dirham, Al-Andalus mint, (A,342); ‘Abd al-Rahman III, 
(A.H. 300-350) (A.D. 912-961), silver dirhams (8), Al-

Andalus mint and Al Zahra mint, various dates, (A.350, 
M.323); Al Hakam II, (A.H. 350-366) (A.D. 961-976), silver 
dirhams (5), mostly Madinat al-Zahra mint (near Cordoba 
Spain) various dates; Hisham II, First Reign, (A.H. 366-399) 
(A.D. 976-1009), Al Andalus mint, 393 A.H., (A.354). Fine 
- very fine. (19) 

$250

 

part

3608*
Abbadids of Sevilla, al-Mu’tadid ‘Abbad (A.H. 433-
487), (A.D. (1042-1069), gold fractional dinar (A.401A); 
Contempories of the Idrisids of North Africa, Khalaf b. 
al-Muda’, (A.H. 175-176) (A.D. 791-792), silver dirham, 
Tudgha mint (west of Sililmasa, Morocco), A.H. 175 = A.D. 
791-2, citing Kharijite governor, with additional legend on 
reverse, (A.430, M.348). First fine, second nearly very fine 
and very rare. (2)

$150

Ex CNG Sale 41 (lot 2690) for the first coin and Noble Numismatics Sale 
51 (lot 4152) for the second coin. 

The reverse legend on the second coin cites this ruler who was a leader of the 
Sufri sect of the Kharijites. He was a local ruler who struck coins in Southern 
Morocco during the times of Idris I and II of the Idrisids. 

3609 
Murabitids, (Almoravids), ‘Ali b. Yusuf, (A.H. 500-537) 
(A.D. 1106-1142), silver qirat, (no mint), (A.467, M.387); 
Aghlabids Rulers of Tunisia, Ziyadat Allah I (A.H. 201-223) 
(A.D. 816-837), gold dinar, no mint but probably Tunis 
(North Africa), year 201; another of Muhammad II (A.H. 
250-261) (A.D. 864-874), year 253, (A.438, 446, cf.M.364). 
Gold both slightly bent, otherwise nearly fine. (3)

$300

 

part

3610*
Hafsids of Tunis (Successors of the Muwahhids in North 
Africa), Abu ‘Abd Allah Muhammad I, (A.H. 647-675), 
(A.D. 1249-1277), gold half dinar (2.38 grams), no mint 
(A.502, Hazard 565); Abu `Amr `Uthman ibn-Muhammad 
(A.H. 839-893) (A.D. 1435-1488), gold dinar, (cf.A.513, 
cf.Hazard 629, cf.M.437); Muwahhids, (Almohades), Abu 
Mohammad `Abd al-Mu’min, (A.H. 524-558) (A.D. 1130-
1163), gold half dinar, no mint stated issued from A.H. 540 
to 558 = A.D. 1145-1163, (A.478, Hazard 466, M.399-400, 
BMC 86-87, Lavoix 715-716). Of fine style, nearly fine 
- good fine, all scarce. (3)

$300

Ex CNG Sale 41, March 19, 1997, (lot 2690 part) for the first coin and Noble 
Numismatics Sale 60 (lot 2421) and from the T.V.Holland Collection. 
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3611*
Ikhshidids of Egypt and Syria, Abu’l Qasim Ungur ibn Al 
Ikhshid, (A.H. 334-349) (A.D. 946-960), gold dinar, (4.3 
grams), Misr mint (Egypt), A.H. 342, = A.D. 953-954, 
(A.676, cf.M.537 [year 344 ame mint]). Extremely fine and 
scarce.

$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 53 (lot 2626). 

  

part

3612*
Fatimid Caliphate, al-Mu’izz (A.H. 341-365) (A.D. 953-
975), silver dirham and half dirham (A.699, M.544-546); 
al-Aziz (A.H. 365-386) (A.D. 975-996), gold dinar (A.703); 
Al-Hakin (A.H. 386-411) (A.D. 996-1021), gold dinar, year 
392 (A.709, cf.M.552); al-Zahir abu al-Hasan ‘Ali, (A.H. 
411-427) (A.D. 1021-1036), gold dinar, year 415 (A.714, 
cf.M.560) (illustated); al-Mustansir Abu Tamin Mu’add, 
(A.H. 427-487) (A.D. 1036-1094), gold quarter dinar, 
stellate pattern type (A.722, cf.M.469). All slightly bent or 
weak in places, otherwise mostly fine. (6) 

$400

  

part

3613*
Hamdanids, Nasir al-Dawla & Sayf al-Dawla, conjointly 
(A.H. 330-356) (A.D. 942-967), gold dinar, Madinat al 
Salam (Baghdad mint), issued A.H. 331 = A.D. 942-943, 
(A.747 = A.260, cf.M.589); another a silver dirham, (A.748 
= A.261). Good very fine; very fine. (2)

$180

The Hamdanids of Iraq and Syria (A.H. 317-406, A.D. 929-1015), issued 
coinage in Syria and the Jazira, the two branches issued coinage in joint 
name and had respective capitals at Aleppo and Mosul. The issue of 330 and 
331 at Madinat al-Salam was not as independent rulers but as chief amirs 
to the caliph. This issue above was very rare until the discovery of several 
hundred pieces in a hoard.

3614 
Ayyubids, Main line in Cairo, branches in Aleppo, al-Nasir 
Salah al-Din Yusuf I (Saladin), (A.H. 564-589) (A.D. 1169-
1193), AE fals (9), silver dirhams (7), Aleppo mint, (A.788, 
792); Al ‘Adil Abu Bakr I (A.H. 592-615, A.D. 1196-1218), 
silver dirhams (2), AE fals (4), (A.805, 810); al-Kamil 
Muhammad I, (A.H. 615-635) (A.D. 1218-1238), silver 
dirhams (4), AE fals (3), (A. 813, 816); Al-salih Najm al-Din 
Ayyub, (A.H. 636-647) (A.D. 1239-1249), AE fals, (A.828); 
al-‘Aziz Muhammad (Branch at Aleppo), (A.H. 613-634) 
(A.D. 1216-1236), copper fals, (5) (A.841); al-Nasir Yusuf 
II, (A.H. 634-658) (A.D. 1236-1259), silver dirhams (2), 
Aleppo mint and al-Musta’sim mints, hexagram type, AE 
fals; (A.842, 845); others of al-Salih Isma’il (A.D. 635, 637-
643) (A.D. 1237, 1239-1245) silver dirhams (2), others (1); 
Ayyubids of Mesopotamia, al-Ashraf Musa (A.H.607-617) 
(A.D. 1210-1220), copper pictorial dirhams, (3), obv. seated 
figure of the Amir, A.H. 612 = A.D. 1215, another smaller 
flan different type, A.H. 617 = A.D. 1220, (A.859, M.866, 
868); al-Kamil Muhammad II, (Hamah branch) (A.H. 642-
683) (A.D. 1244-1284), copper fals, nd. (2) (A.855). Mostly 
fine some better. (50)

$250

3615 
Mamluk coinage, issues by various rulers including gold (7) 
of Barsbay (A.H.825-841) (A.D.1422-1438) ashrafi (A.998); 
Jaqmaq, (A.H. 842-857) (A.D. 1438-1453), gold ashrafi (2) 
(A.1006); Khushqadam, (A.H. 865-872) (A.D. 1461-1467), 
gold ashrafi (A.1019); Qa’itbay, (A.H. 873-901) (A.D. 
1468-1496), gold ashrafi (A.1027); Qansuh II Al Ghuri, 
(A.H. 906-922) (A.D. 1501-1516), gold ashrafi (A.1041) 
and Ottoman Empire, Ahmed I, (A.H. 1012-1026, A.D. 
1603-1617), gold sultani (dinar), Misr (Egypt) mint, year 
1012, (A.1347); together with silver dirhams (31) and copper 
fals (24) from Aybak (A.H. 648-655) (A.D.1250-1257) to 
Qansuh II Al Ghuri, (A.H. 906-922) (A.D. 1501-1516). Fine 
- good very fine. (65)

$600

3616 
Ottoman Empire, Suleiman I ibn Selim (The Great and The 
Magnificent), (A.H. 926-974, A.D. 1520-1566), gold sultani 
(dinar), Misr (Egypt) mint, year 926, (A.1317, M.1253, 
[£85], Artuk 1552); Murad III ibn Selim, (A.H. 982-1003, 
A.D. 1574-1595), gold sultani (dinar), Misr (Egypt) mint, 
year 982, (3.528 grams), (A.1332, cf.M.1259, [£85], 
cf.Artuk 1606). Crinkled, good fine. (2)

$200

3617 
Samanid, Isma‘il b. Ahmad, (A.H. 279-295) (A.D. 892-907), 
gold dinar Samarkand year 286 (A.1442); silver dirhams 
(6), various mints Al Shash, Samarkand etc., A.H. 286, 291, 
294, = A.D. 899, 903, 906, (A.1443); Ahmad II ibn Isma’il, 
(A.H. 295-301) (A.D. 907-913), silver dirhams (3), Al Shash 
mint (Tashkent), A.H. 295, 296 = A.D. 907-909, (A.1446, 
cf.M.667); Nasr II ibn Ahmad, (A.H. 301-331) (A.D. 901-
943), silver dirhams (18), Samarkand, Tashkent and Ma’dan 
mints, (A.1470, cf.M.668-670); General coinage, (c.A.H. 
300-351) (A.D.912-964) silver dirhems (2) (M.661). Nearly 
fine - extremely fine. (30)

$500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 45 (lot 4085, 4086, 4087) and Noble 
Numismatics Sale 63 (lot 2067) for the majority of the coins.
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3618*
Samanid, Nasr II ibn Ahmad, (A.H. 301-331) (A.D. 901-
943), gold dinar, Nishapur mint (Naisabur in Khorasan), 
A.H. 329 = A.D. 940-941, (A.1449, BMC 294b [Vol.IX]); 
another Nishapur mint, A.H. 322 = A.D. 933-934, (A.1449). 
Very fine or better. (2)

$300

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 4282) for the first coin. 

  

part

3619*
Samanid, Nuh I b. Nasr (A.H. 942-954) (A.D. 943-954), 
gold dinar, Nishapur mint, A.H. 332 = A.D. 943-4, 
(A.1454); silver dirhems (3), mints Bukhara (2) A.H.333, 
338, Samarkand A.H.341, (A.1456); ‘Abd al-Malik I b.Nuh 
(A.H. 343-350), (A.D. 954-961), gold dinar, Nishapur mint, 
A.H.344 = A.D. 955-6, (A.1460) (illustrated); Mansur 
I b.Nuh I, (A.H. 350-365) (A.D. 961-976), copper fals 
(3), Bukhara mint, (A.1467); silver dirham, Bukhara mint 
A.H.353, (A.1466); Nuh II b.Mansur I (A.H. 365-387) (A.D. 
976-997), silver dirham Bukhara mint A.H. 375 (A.1470). 
Fine - good very fine. (10)

$300

3620 
Samanid, Nuh I b. Nasr (A.H. 331-343) (A.D. 943-954), 
silver multi dirham KB mint (A.1455); Mansur I b.Nuh I, 
(A.H. 350-365) (A.D. 961-976), silver multi dirhams (4) 
various mints (A.1465); Nuh II b.Mansur I (A.H. 365-
387) (A.D. 976-997), silver multi dirhams (10), (A.1469); 
Ghaznavids, Mahmud (A.H.365-387) (A.D. 999-1030), 
silver multi dirhams, (2) both Andaraba mint (A.B1602). 
Fine - very fine. (17)

$250

 

3621*
Samanid, Mansur I b. Nuh I, (A.H. 350-365) (A.D. 961-976), 
gold dinar, Herat mint, A.H. 357 = A.D. 968-9, (A.1464). 
Very fine. 

$160
Ex CNG Auction SAle June 24, 1998 (lot 1731).

   

3622*
Samanid, Mansur I b. Nuh II, (A.H. 366-387) (A.D. 976-
997), gold dinar, Herat mint, A.H. 373 = A.D. 983-4, 
(A.1468). Very fine. 

$160
Ex CNG Auction SAle June 24, 1998 (lot 1733).

3623 
Buwayhids (Buyids), silver dirhams, ‘Imad al-Dawla Ali 
b. Buwayh, (A.H. 332-338) (A.D. 934-949), Shiraz mint, 
year 324 = A.D. 936-7, (A.1538); Rukn al-Dawla al-Hasan 
b.Buwayh (central Iran), (A.H. 335-366) (A.D. 947-977) 
A.H. 351 (A.1547); ̀ Abud al-Dawla Abu Shuja`, (A.H. 338-
372) (A.D. 950-983), (3) various mints (A.1550); Mu’ayyad 
al-Dawla Abu Mansur as vassal of `Abud al-Dawla Abu 
Shuja’, (4), (A.H. 356-373) (A.D. 967-983), (A.1554);  Fakhr 
al-Dawla `Ali (6), as governor in Hamadan and title Fakhr 
al-Dawla, (A.H. 366-373) (A.D. 977-983), no mint nd, 
(A.1561); others as independent ruler in North & Central 
Iran (A.H. 373-387) (A.D. 983-987), one dated A.H. 386 
= A.D. 996, no mint or date discernable (A.1563); Samsam 
al-Dawla Abu Kalinjar al-Marzuban, (3) as governor of 
Khuzistan, (A.H. 367-372) (A.D. 978-983), no mint and not 
dated, (A.1568, 1570); Baba’ al-Dawla Abu Nasr (A.H.379-
403) (A.D.989-1012). Fine - very fine, some scarce. (19) 

$200

  

3624*
Kakwayhids of Kurdistan, Zahir al din abu Mansur 
Faramurz, (A.H. 433-443) (A.D. 1041-1051), gold dinar, 
Isfahan mint (Western Iran), A.H. 435, = A.D. 1043, with 
additional field inscriptions and citing Caliph Al Qa’im 
Suzerain Tughril Beg Seljuk, (A.1592, M.620-1). Nearly 
extremely fine, scarce.

$160

The Kakwayhids came like the Buyids, from the mountains of Western Iran. 
During the years around A.H. 400 they occupied parts of Southwestern Iran 
from the Buyids but were soon obliged to acknowledge the suzerainty of 
the Seljuks by whom they were subsequently suppressed. This issue from 
Isfrahan of 435 was from a large find from the 1960’s.

3625 
Ghaznavids, Sabuktakin (Sebuktegin), (A.H. 366-388) 
(A.D. 977-997), silver dirhems (2), no mint or date, similar 
for Mahmud (A.H. 388-421) (A.D. 998-1030) (6), and 
a gold dinar A.H. 391 = A.D. 1000-1, Nishapur mint, 
(A.1602, cf.M.755); Mas’aud I (A.H.421-432) (A.D. 1030-
1041), silver dirhams (3) fractionals (3), (A.1620, 1624); 
Farrukhzad (A.H.444-451) (A.D. 1053-1059), billon jital, 
(A.1635); Ibrahim (A.H. 451-492) (A.D. 1059-1099), base 
gold dinars (2), (A.1637), dirhams (3), billon jitals (2), 
(A.A1645, 1645); Mas’ud III (A.H.492-508) (A.D. 1090-
1115), dirham and a jital (A.1648, 1649). Fine - very fine, 
several scarce. (25) 

$250
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3626 
Ghaznavids, Bahramshah (Yamin al-Dawla), (A.H. 511-
552) (A.D. 1117-1157), silver dirhems (2), fractional half 
dirham and jital (A.1652, 1653, 1656); Khusraw Malik  
(Taj al-Dawla) (A.H. 555-582) (A.D. 1160-1186) jitons 
(2), (A.1664), Amirs of Sind, various rulers (7) (M.639, 
642, 650, 656, 660); Second Saffarid Dynasty in Seistan, 
Al Husain b. Tahir, (A.H.359-361) (A.D. 970-972), gold 
fractional dinar, (A.1416, Walker 55); Later Saffarids, (Kings 
of Nimruz); billon dirhams (2) (A.1427); Shaddadids, Al 
Fadi b. Muhammad (A.H.375-422) (A.D. 985-1031), silver 
dirham, (A.1491). Fine - very fine, several scarce. (17) 

$120

  

     

part

3627*
Great Seljuq Coinage, Rukn al din Abu Talib Tughril Beg, 
(A.H. 429-455) (A.D. 1038-1063), gold dinar, year 433, 
Nishapur mint (illustrated) (A.1665); Barkiyaruq, (A.H. 
486-498) (A.D. 1093-1205), gold dinar, Nishapur mint, year 
491; Ghiyath al-Din Abu Shuja Mohammad, (A.H. 498-511) 
(A.D. 1105-1118), gold dinar, Nishapur mint, year 507, 
(illustrated) (A.1683); Sanjar (Mu’izz al-Din Abu’l-Harith), 
(A.H. 511-552) (A.D. 1118-1157), very base gold dinar with 
Sanjar as Independent Sultan, al Mustarshid mint, not dated 
issued after A.H. 520, (A.1687). Fine. (4)

$400
3628 
Ghorids of Afghanistan and India, Mu’izz al din Mohammed 
ibn Sam (A.H. 567-602) (A.D. 1171-1206), silver dirham, 
(A.1771); Khwarizmshahs (Anushteginids), ‘Ala al din 
Mohammad, (A.H. 596-617) (A.D. 1200-1220), silver 
broad dirham, (3), hexagonal dirham, gold and pale gold 
dinars (2), jitals etc (8), (A.1712, 1713, 1719, etc); Amir of 
Balk, Abu’l Mujahid (A.H. 627-618) (A.D. 1220-1221) AE 
broad dirham, (A.1753); fal issues of Qarlughid, Pishkinid, 
(A.1815, 1916); Seljuqs of Rum, Kaykhusraw I, first 
reign, (A.H. 588-592) (A.D. 1192-1196), copper fals (4, 
various variants), pictorial type, (A.1202), second reign (1), 
(A.1207); Sulayman II, (A.H. 592-600) (A.D. 1196-1204), 
copper fals (2, various variants), pictorial type, one Resht 
mint and part date A.H. 59X, obv. Horseman to r., stars 
above, large flan size, (3) (A.1205); Kayka’us I, (A.H. 607-
616) (A.D. 1210-1219), AE fals (A.1209); Kayqubad I, (A.H. 
616-634) (A.D. 1219-1236), silver dirhams (3), (A.1211); 
Kaykhusraw II, (A.H. 634-644) (A.D. 1236-1245), silver 
dirhams (2) (A.1218); Three Brothers, Kayka’us II, Qilij 
Arslam IV & Kayqubad II, (A.H. 647-657) (A.D. 1249-
1259) silver dirhams (3) (A.1223.1, 1227); Qilij (Kilij) Arslan 
IV, second (sole) reign, (A.H. 655-663) (A.D. 1257-1265), 
silver dirhams (2), (A.1230); Ghiyath al din Kaykhusraw 
III ibn Qilij Arslam, (A.H. 663-682) (A.D. 1265-1283), 
silver dirhams, (3) (A.1232); Ghiyath al din Mas‘ud II ibn 
Kaykhusraw III, first reign, (A.H. 679-697) (A.D. 1280-
1298), silver dirhams (2) (A.1234). Fine - very fine. (42)

$200

3629 
Artuqids of Mardin, Husam al-Din Timurtash, (A.H. 516-
547) (A.D. 1122-1152), obv. bust right, rev. three line legend, 
(A.1826.2); Najm al-Din Alpi, (A.H. 547-572) (A.D. 1152-
1176), copper dirham, pictorial types (5), (A.1827.1-.5); 
Qutb al-Din II-Ghazi II, (A.H. 572-580) (A.D. 1176-1184), 
copper dirham, (A.1828.1);  Husam al-Din Yulug Arslam, 
(A.H. 580-597) (A.D. 1184-1201), copper pictorial dirhams 
(3, one holed), (A.1829.2, 1829.3, 1829.4 [holed]); Nasir al-
din Artuq Arslan (A.H. 597-637) (A.D. 1201-1239), pictorial 
copper dirhams (5), silver dirham, (A.1830.1, 1830.2, 
1830.7, 1831.1); Qutb al-Din Najm al-Din Ghazi I, (A.H. 
637-659) (A.D. 1239-1261), silver dirhams (8), AE fals, 
(A.1833, 1834.1); silver akces various rulers (10), (A.1839, 
1842, 1843, 1845); assorted large including pictorial types 
of Artuqids of (Amid & Kayfa), Nasir al-Din Mahmud, 
(A.1823.1); Kings of Ahar (2) (A.1916, M.1150); Begteginid 
(2) (A.1888.3); Zangids of Mosul, various rulers (A.1858, 
1860, 1865); Lu’Lu’id, Lulu (A.1874.1); Zangids of Aleppo, 
Mahmud (3), (A.1850); Isma’il, silver half dirham (A.1853); 
Zangids of Sinjar, (A.1879.1, 1879.2); (A.1880.2) (2); 
Rasulid, silver dirhams (3), (A.1102, 1105, 1108). Mostly 
fine or better. (56)

$300

3630 
The Mongol Great Khans, Chingiz Khan (Genghis Khan), 
(A.H. 603-624) (A.D. 1206-1227), AE jitals (2), (A.1969); 
Golden Horde, silver dirhams of Toqtu (A.2023) (2); Jani 
Beg (A.2028); Shadi Beg (A.2053); Blue Horde; Chaghatayid 
(Jagatai) Khans, Post Reform Coinage, Yesun Timur (A.H. 
737-742) (A.D. 1336-1340), (A.1999); Qazan, Timur (A.H. 
744-747) (A.D. 1343-1346), silver dinar (A.2004); Buyan 
Quli ibn Surgu Oghul ibn Duwa Khan (A.H. 749-760) 
(A.D. 1348-1359), silver dinar (A.2007); other (1); Ilkanids, 
Local Coinage, First Period, Hulagu ibn Tulay ibn Genghiz 
Khan, (A.H. 654-663) (A.D. 1256-1265), silver dirhams 
(5), (A.2122); Abaqa, (A.H. 665-680) (A.D. 1265-1282), 
silver dirhams (2) (A.2127, 2128); Arghun, (A.H. 683-690) 
(A.D. 1284-1291), silver dirhams, (3), (A.2146);  Arinchen 
Turji Gay Khatu ibn Abaga, (A.H. 690-694) (A.D. 1291-
1294), gold dinar, (A.2158) silver dirhams (2) (A.2159.1); 
Baidu (Baydu) ibn Teraghai ibn Hulagu, (A.H. 694) (A.D. 
1294), gold dinar, Tabriz mint but off flan, date A.H. 694 
= A.D. 1294, (A.2164) silver dirham (A.2165); Ghazan 
Mahmud (A.H. 694-703) (A.D. 1295-1304) silver dirhams 
(4), (A.2168, 2172); Ilkhanids, Post-Reform Coinage, 
Second Period, Uljaytu ibn Arghun, (A.H. 703-716) (A.D. 
1304-1316), gold dinar (A.2186), silver two dirhams 
(A.2184) (4); Second Period, Abu Sa‘id Bahadur ibn Uljaitu, 
(A.H. 716-736) (A.D. 1316-1335), silver dirhams various 
types (cfA.2192-2218) (17); Third Period, Rival Khans, 
Muhammad (A.H. 736-738), (A.D. 1336-1338), gold 
dinar (A.2226), silver two dirhams (A.2229). Fine - nearly 
extremely fine some rare. (55)

$500
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3631 
Ilkans, Post Reform Coinage, Third Period of Rival Khans, 
silver dirhams and multiples of dirhams, Sati Beg (A.H. 
739) (A.D. 1338-1339) (S.2231); Taghay Timur (4) (A.H. 
737-754) (A.D. 1336-1353) (A.2233); Jihan Timur (A.H. 
740-741) (A.D. 1339-1340), silver two dirhams, (A.2247); 
Sulayman, (A.H. 739-746) (A.D. 1339-1346), (7); Injuyids, 
Abu Ishaq (A.H. 743-757) (A.D. 1342-1356), (2), (A.2275.4); 
Muzaffarid, Shah Shuja‘, (A.H. 759-786) (A.D. 1358-1386), 
silver two dinars, (A.2282.7); Jalarids, Shaykh Uways I ibn 
Hasan Buzurg, (A.H. 757-776) (A.D. 1356-1374), silver 
dinar, (3); Jalal al din (Sultan) Husayn I ibn Oweys, (A.H. 
776-784) (A.D. 1374-1382), silver dinar, (A.2306.3); Sultan 
Ahmad, (A.H. 784-813) (A.D. 1382-1409), silver dinars (3); 
Eretnids, ‘Ala al din Eretna ibn Ja’far, (A.H. 736-753) (A.D. 
1335-1352), silver akces (double dirhems), (3), (A.2320); 
other akces minor successors (4); Sarbadar dynasty of 
Khorasan, temporary assigned to Yahya Karabi (A.H. 752-
757) (A.D.1347-1351)? (A.-); Hasan Damghani, (A.H. 759-
763) (A.D. 1358-1362), (3) (A.2338); ‘Ali Mu’ayyad (A.H. 
763-786) (A.D. 1362-1384) (4) (A.2341); Qara Qoyunlu, 
£“Qara Yusuf (A.H. 809-823) (A.D. 1406-1420) tankas (2), 
(A.2478); Aq Qoyunlu, Hasan Abu’l - Nasr (A.H. 857-882) 
(A.D. 1453-1478), tanka (A.2512); Ya‘qub (A.H. 883-896) 
(A.D. 1478-1490), (7) Tankas etc (A.2520, 2522); others 
fraction tankas of Rustam (2); Muhammad (6), Alvand (2); 
Murad (7); The Walids, Amir of Astarabad, Amir Wali, 
(A.H. 757-788) (A.D. 1356-1386), silver four dirhams (2), 
(A.2344); The Karts, Pir ‘Ali, (A.H. 771-784) (A.D. 1369-
1382), silver tanka or dinar (A.2353A); issues of other minor 
dynasties (5). Fine - very fine. (74)

$300

3632 
Timurids, Timur Gurkan (with overlord Mahmud), Pre-
reform currency, (A.H. 790-806) (A.D. 1388-1405), dirhams, 
(A.2375) with Suyurghatmish (2), with Mahmud (3) as 
reform issue, (A.2369, 2386 etc); Shah Rukh ibn Timur, 
(A.H. 807-850) (A.D. 1405-1447), various tankas (5) copper 
fals; Abu Sa‘id ibn Mohammed ibn Miran Shah ibn Timur, 
countermarked currency, (A.H. 855-873) (A.D. 1451-1469), 
silver tanka, other tankas (2) (A.2416, 2418); others (2); 
Sultan Muhammad, (A.H. 850-855) (A.D. 1447-1451) silver 
tanka, (A.2425); Abu’l-Qasim Babur, (A.H.851-861) (A.D. 
1447-1457), silver tankas (3), (A.2422); Abu al Ghazi Hosayn 
(Husein) Baiqara (Bayqara), (A.H. 873-911) (A.D. 1469-
1506), silver tankas (5) fals (A.8432-8); Shirvanshahs, Kallil 
Allah II (A.H. 930-942) (A.D. 1523-1535) silver akces (2) 
(A.2474); Shaybanids, (later Central Asia) issued (A.H.905-
1007) (A.D.1500-1598), various tankas, Muhammad 
Shahbani (2); ‘Abd al-Latif (2); Pir Muhammad I; Iskandar 
(2);’Abd Allah II; (A.2978.2 - 2995); Amir of Qunduz, 
Amir Khusraw (A.H. 902-910) (A.D.1497-1505), AE two 
dinars (A.3009); Janid, Baqi Muhammad Khan (A.H.1009-
1014) (A.D. 1601-1605), tanka (A.3013); assorted issues 
from Giray Khans (Krim), (A.2096); anonymous issues 
(3) c.A.D.1700; Khans of Khiva, (A.3086); Mongols of 
Bukhara, mostly silver tengas, (A.3039, B3044, 3042 [3]); 
Khorezm People’s Soviet Republic, twenty five roubles and 
one hundred roubles both A.H.1339 = 1921, (KM.Y.16.2, 
17). Mostly fine - very fine. (50)

$200

3633 
Safavids, The Shahs of Iran, Shah Isma’il I ibn Haydar, 
(A.H. 907-930) (A.D. 1501-1524), silver various types (5), 
(cf.A.2575-2587); Shah Tahmasp I, (A.H. 930-984) (A.D. 
1524-1576), gold quarter mithqal, Meshad mint, issued 
A.H. 960 = A.D. 1552-1553, (A.2592, M.2038-9); others in 
silver various denominations (6); Isma’il II (A.H. 984-985) 
(A.D. 1576-1579), silver two shahi (A.2613); Muhammad 
Khudabandah ibn Tahmasp, (A.H. 985-995) (A.D. 1578-
1588), silver issues (4); Shah ‘Abbas I, (A.H. 996-1038) (A.D. 
1588-1629), silver issues (6) (cf.A.2631-2634); Shah Safi I 
ibn Safi Mirza ibn ‘Abbas, (A.H. 1038-1052) (A.D. 1629-
1642), silver abbasi (2) (A.2638), two shahi (A.2639.2); 
Shah ̀ Abbas II ibn Safi, (A.H. 1052-1077) (A.D. 1642-1666), 
silver (6); Sulayman I (Safi II) ibn ‘Abbas II, (A.H. 1079-1105) 
(A.D. 1668-1694), silver (6); Shah Husayn I ibn Suleiman, 
(A.H. 1105-1135) (A.D. 1694-1722), silver (12) including 
A.H. 1129 (A.2677.2); Shah Tahmasp II ibn Husain, (A.H. 
1135-1145) (A.D. 1722-1732), silver (6) (A.2689), others 
(1). Fine - very fine, several holed or mounted. (57)

$400

 

3634*
Safavids, Shah ‘Abbas I, (A.H. 996-1038) (A.D. 1588-1629), 
gold heavy ashrafi, Meshad mint, dated A.D. 1014 = A.D. 
1605-6, (A.2629, M.-). Off centred on obverse, and weak 
for a quarter of the coin, very fine and rare. 

$120
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 4432).

3635 
Afsharids, Nadir Shah, (A.H. 1148-1160) (A.D. 1735-1747), 
silver six shahi (5) (A.2747); Ibrahim Shah, (A.H. 1161) 
(A.D. 1748), silver abbasi (A.2759); Zands, Karim Khan 
Zand, (A.H. 1166-1193) (A.D. 1753-1779), silver abbasi; 
civic copper issues (2); Qajar, Agha Muhammad Khan Qajar. 
(A.H. 1193-1211) (A.D. 1779-1797), copper; Fath ‘Ali Shah 
(A.H. 1212-1250) (A.D. 1797-1834), silver riyal and half 
riyals etc (8); Muhammad Shah (A.H. 1250-1264) (A.D. 
1834-1848), gold toman, (A.2904), others (6) silver and AE; 
Nasir al-Din Shah (A.H. 1264-1313) (A.D 1848-1896), gold 
toman, (A.2921), others silver (11), AE (6); modern issues 
from 1896 including gold toman 1341 (1922) (KM.1074). 
others (60). Mostly fine - extremely fine. (105)

$300

          

3636*
Zands, Mohammed Karim Khan, (A.H. 1166-1193) (A.D. 
1753-1779), gold half mohur, Rasht mint, issued A.H. 
1188 = A.D. 1774-1775, dated within catouche, (A.2788, 
KM.526, M.-); another gold quarter mohur, Isfahan mint, 
issued A.H. 1177 = A.D. 1763-1764, date and mint within 
inner circle, (A.2791, KM.525, M.-).  Very fine or better 
and scarce. (2)

$250
Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 51 (lot 4452, 4455).
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3637*
Zands, Agha Muhammad Khan Qajar, (A.H. 1193-1211) 
(A.D. 1779-1797), gold quarter toman, (2.88 grams), Qazvin 
mint, A.H. 1205 = A.D. 1790-1, (A.2835, cf.KM.624a); 
another gold quarter toman, (2.86 grams), Rasht mint, A.H. 
1204 = A.D. 1789-1790, (A.2835, KM.624a). Good very 
fine, second may have been mounted. (2)

$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 51 (lot 4461, 4463).

  

   

part

3638*
Zands, Fath ‘Ali Shah, (A.H. 1212-1250) (A.D. 1797-1834), 
gold Toman, (4.7 grams), Resht mint, A.H. 1234 = A.D. 
1818-9 (illustrated), another A.H.1235 = A.D. 1819-1820 
(A.2865, KM.753.9 [first an unlisted date]); another (4.8 
grams), A.H. 1246 = 1830-1831, Resht mint, (illustrated) 
(A.2870, KM.759.9). Second mounted, otherwise good fine 
- extremely fine. (3)

$300

ISLAMIC COINS

The Ruth Pope Collection

3639 
Arab-Sassanian issues, silver hemidrachm of the Muslim 
successors of Tabaristan, by Arab Governor Hani (PYE 137-
139, A.H. 172-174, A.D. 788-790), year 138 (A.D. 789), 
(A.69); others Muqatil, (A.D. 788-792) (A.68); another 
anonymous (A.73), assorted bronzes (3); Shaybanids of 
Central Asia, Muhammah Shaybani, silver tanka, Herat 
mint, A.H.914 (A.2978.2); another ‘Abd Allah II, silver 
tanka, Bukkara mint, A.H.999, (A.2995); Safavid, Shah 
Isma’il I ibn Haydar, (A.H. 907-930) (A.D. 1501-1524), 
silver two shahi, Herat mint, dated 9[1]6 A.H. = A.D. 
1510-1511, (A.2576); Shah Tahmasp I ibn Isma’il, (A.H. 
930-984) (A.D. 1524-1576), silver shahi, third western 
standard, Kirman mint A.H. 949, (A.2599); Sultan Husayn, 
silver abbasi A.H.1132 (holed) (A.2683). Fine - good very 
fine. (11)

$150

 

part

3640*
Umayyad Caliphate, ‘Abd al-Malik (A.H. 65-86) (A.D. 
685-705), silver dirham, Wasit mint, A.H. 86 = A.D. 705-6, 
(A.126); al-Sulayman (A.H. 96-99) (A.D. 715-717), silver 
anonymous dirham, Wasit mint, A.H. 96 = A.D. 715, (A.131); 
Yazid II, (A.H. 101-105) (A.D. 720-724), silver dirham, 
Wasit, dated A.H. 105 = A.D. 743, (A.135); Hisham, (A.H. 
105-125) (A.D. 724-743), silver anonymous dirham, Wasit 
mint, A.H. 106 = A.D. 725, (A.137) (illustrated); Marwan II, 
(A.H. 127-132) (A.D. 744-750), silver anonymous dirham, 
Wasit mint, A.H. 130 = A.D. 747-8, (A.142); Abbasid, 
various rulers and dates, silver dirhams, A.H. 136 (holed), 
156, 159, 161, 193, 197 (holed), (A.213, 215, 222). Mostly 
very fine - extremely fine, two holed. (11)

$150

 

3641*
Umayyad Caliphate, Hisham, (A.H. 105-125) (A.D. 724-
743), gold dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but 
probably Damascus mint), dated A.H. 109 = A.D. 727-
728, (A.136, BMC 32, W.229). Full flan, good very fine 
and scarce.

$250

3642 
Ayyubids, al-Nasir Salah (Saladin), (A.H. 564-589, 
A.D.1169-1193) (A.791, Balog 182); al-Adil Abu Bakr 
I, (4) (A.809, Balog 337 [illustrated], 841, 842 [2]); al-
Kamil Muhammad, (A.816, Balog 464); Branch line at 
Mayyafariqin & Sinjar, al-Asdhraf Musa (A.H.607-617), 
(A.859, Balog 850, 853); al-Muzaffar Ghazi, (A.860, Balog 
863). Very good - very fine. (9) 

$100

3643 
Ayyubids, al-Zahir Ghazi (Branch at Aleppo), (A.H. 582-
613) (A.D. 1186-1216), silver dirham, (A.834); Al ‘Adil 
Abu Bakr I (A.H. 592-615, A.D. 1196-1218), silver dirham, 
Damascus mint, (A.803, Balog 281); al-Kamil Muhammad I, 
(A.H. 615-635) (A.D. 1218-1238), silver dirham, Damascus 
mint, with Caliph al-Nasir, nd (c.A.H. 615-622), (A.812); 
another half dirham (A.814); al-Salih (1239-1249), (A.823); 
al-Kamil Khalil (Branch at Hisn Kayfa), (1432-1449) silver 
tanka, with cmk., (A.866); Al-’Adil Khalaf (1461) silver 
tanka (A.867); Great Mongols, Anonymous, silver dirham, 
(A.12978K); another similar (A.A1977); Genghiz Khan, 
(A.H.603-624) (1206-1227), silver dirham, (A.-, M.1553); 
Ilkhans, Abaqa (1265-1282), silver dirham (A.2127); 
Arghun, (1284-1291) Tabriz mint, silver dirham (A.2146); 
similar Baydu (1295) (A.2165); Abu Sa’id (1316-1335), two 
dirhams, Tabriz mint, A.H. 724 (A.2206); another Erzincan 
mint A.H. 724 (A.2206), another A.2218), another (8.69 
grams), silver six dirhams, (A.2217, type H); Uljaytu, (1304-
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1316), Tabriz mint, silver two dirhams, A.H. 711, (A.2184); 
Taghay Timur, (1336-1353), (M.1802) (cf.A.G2246) for 
type; another six dirhams (A.2243); other issues of Jihan 
Timur, (A.2247); Sulayman (A.2257); Anushiravan, A.H. 
749, (A.2264). Mostly fine - very fine. (23)

$150

 

3644*
Mamluks, al-Ashraf Sayf al din Barsbay, (A.H. 825-841) 
(A.D. 1422-1438), gold ashrafi or dinar, Cairo mint, 
uncertain date, (3.41 grams), obv. & rev. four lines of legend 
divided by three horizontal cables to left, (A.998, Balog 706, 
M.1181). Very fine.  

$150

3645 
Seljuks of Rum, various AE of rulers Mas’ud I (A.1194.2); 
Kaykhusraw I (A.1202); Suylayman II (A.1205.2) (2); 
Kayqubad I (A.1213.1) (2), (A.1213.3) (2); Artuqids, al-Salih 
Salib, (A.H. 712-765) (A.1841.1); Ildegizid in Azerbaijan, 
Shams al-din Ildegiz, (A.1899) another uncertain; Begtegind 
(at Irbil), (A.1888.1), anoither (M.1146). Fine, several better. 
(13)

$100

3646 
Seljuqs of Rum, ‘Ala al din Kayqubad I ibn Kaykhusraw, 
(A.H. 616-634) (A.D. 1219-1236), silver dirhams (4), 
(A.1211); Ghiyath al din Kaykhusraw II ibn Kayqubad, (A.H. 
634-644) (A.D. 1236-1245), silver dirhams (4), (A.1216.2), 
(A.1218) (3); Rukn al din Kilij Arslan ibn Kayka’us II, (A.H. 
643-647) (A.D. 1245-1249), first reign, silver dirhams (2) 
(A.1223.1); Three Brothers, Kayka’us II, Qilij Arslam IV 
& Kayqubad II, (A.H. 647-657) (A.D. 1249-1259), silver 
dirhams (2, one holed) (A.1227); Qilij (Kilij) Arslan IV, 
second (sole) reign, (A.H. 655-663) (A.D. 1257-1265), silver 
dirham (A.1230); Ghiyath al din Kaykhusraw III ibn Qilij 
Arslam, (A.H. 663-682) (A.D. 1265-1283), silver dirhams 
(4) (A.1232). Fine - very fine, one holed. (17)

$150

3647 
Ghaznavids, Ibrahim ibn Mas’ud, (A.H. 451-492) (A.D. 
1059-1099), associated with the Caliph Al-Muqtadi Bi’amir 
Allah (A.H. 467-487). (A.D. 1074-1094), gold dinar, Ghazna 
mint, A.H. 483? period 1074-1094, (A.1637). Polished and 
has been mounted. 

$100

3648 
Artuqids, copper dirhams, Qutb al-Din Sukman II (A.H. 581-
597, A.D. 1185-1201), (A.1822, SS 14); Mardin line, Najm 
al-Din Alpi, (A.1827.3, SS 28); (A.1827.5, SS 30 [illustrated]) 
(3); Qutb al-Din II Ghazi II, (A.1828.1, SS 31); Husam al-Din 
Yuluq Arslam, (A. 1829.1, SS 33) [illustrated], A.1829.2, SS 
34, A.1829.3, SS 35 [3, one illustrated], A.1829.4, SS 36); 
Nasir al-Din Artuq Arslan, (A.1830.1, SS 37), (A.1830.2, 
SS 38) (2), (A.1830.3, SS 39), (A.1830.4, SS 40), (A.1830.7, 
SS 43); Najm al-Din Ghazi I (A.A1833, SS 49); Najm al-Din 
Ghazi II (A.1838.1, SS 51); others Arab - Byzantine fals, and 
Byzantine folles, anonymous type A2, cmked c.1140-1200. 
Mostly fine - very fine. (22)

$300

3649 
Zengids of Mosul, Qutb al-din Mawdud, (AH 544-564), 
(A.1858) (SS 59) (2); Zengids of Aleppo, Nur al-Din 
Mahmud b.Zengi (A.1850) (SS 73); (A.1851) (SS 74) (2); 
al-Salih Isma’il (A.1154.2) (SS 77); Zengids of Sinjar, Imad al-
Din Zangi, (A.1879.2) (SS 79) (2); Qutb al-Din Muhammad 
(A.1880.2) (SS 81.1) (3); Zangid (Al-Jazira), Mu’izz al Din 
Sanjarshah (A.1882) (SS 85); Artuqids, Fakhr al-Din Qara 
Arslam, (A.1820). Very good - very fine. (13)

$100

3650 
Chaghatayid Khans, temp. Alughu (1261-1266), (A.1981); 
Golden Horde (Jujid), Jani Beg (A.2027); Toqtamish (1376-
1395) (A.2048); Timurids, Timur with Mahmud, (1388-
1398), tanka (6.11, 5.96 grams) (A.2386); Shah Rukh 
(1405-1447), tanka, Astarabad mint (M.1902) others as 
tankas (A.2401.1) (A.2403), (A.2405), another third tanka 
(A.2407); Abu’l Qasim Babur (1447-1457), tanka (A.2422); 
Abu Sa’id (1451-1469), tanka (A.2416.2); Sultan Husayn, 
(1469-1506), tanka, (A.2439); others of Khwarizmshahs 
(A.1730); Khans of Khiva, (A.3088) (2); Morocco, 
Muwahids, Fez mint, (A.497); Mamluks, Baybars I, silver 
dirham, (A.883, M.1162); another Qala’un (1279-1290), 
Damascus 685, (A.894); Timberlane (1370-1405) Mardin 
type and a glass weight. Mostly fine, a few rare. (22)

$150

 

3651*
Ilkanids (Mongols of Persia), Local Coinage, First Period, 
Abaqa, (A.H. 665-680) (A.D. 1265-1282), gold dinar, 
Yazd mint, (4.32 grams), issued A.H. [679] (A.D. 1280-1), 
(A.2126.1, M.-). Slightly weak in places on the obverse and 
reverse, otherwise good very fine and very rare.

$200

Ex Iran Hoard, c.1965 where some 100 similar coins were present in the 
hoard, ex Noble Numismatics Sale 74 (lot 5087).

3652 
Anatolian Beyliks, Saruhan, Urkhan (A.H. 790, A.D. 
1388), silver akce, (A.1250); Karamanid, Ala al-Din, 
(A.1269); Isfendiyarid, Suleyman II, (A.H. 787-794, A.D. 
1385-1392), silver akce, (A.1284); Eretnid, Anonymous 
(1335-1352) (A.2320.1); another Muhammad (1352-1366) 
(A.2323); another Ali Beg (A.2324) (2); Zangid of Syria, 
Al-Salih Isma’il (1174-1181) silver half dirham (A.1853); 
Aq Qoyunlu, Ya’qub, (1478-1490), silver tanka, (A.2523), 
third tanka (A.2521) (2); Rustam (1492-1497) (A.2534A); 
Muhammad (1498-1500), (A.2543); Alvand (1498-1504) 
(A.2555); Artuqids, Husam (1184-1201) (A.1831); Najm 
(1239-1261) (A.1834); al Zahir (1376-1406) (A.1845). 
Mostly fine with tickets. (18)

$150
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3653*
Janids, Abu’l Ghazi Khan, (A.H. 1171-1200) (A.D.1758-
1785), gold tilla, (4.58 grams), year 1181 = 1767-1768, 
(A.3025, cf.M.1996). Very fine.

$200

3654 
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, silver akche (34) of various rulers 
and mints from Murad I (A.H. 761-791) (1360-1389) to 
Ahmad I (A.H.1012-1026) (1603-1617); copper manghir 
(12) of several rulers). Mostly fine - very fine. (46)

$100

3655 
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Suleiman I ibn Selim (The Great 
and The Magnificent), (A.H. 926-974, A.D. 1520-1566), 
gold sultani (dinar), Constantinople mint, year 926, (3.33 
grams), (A.1317, M.1252, [£85]). Slightly off centre, 
otherwise very fine.

$140

Suleiman I reign marked the apogee of the Ottoman Empire which 
extended from Budapest to Mecca and from Mesopotamia to the borders 
of Morocco. 

 

3656*
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Suleiman I ibn Selim (The Great 
and The Magnificent), (A.H. 926-974, A.D. 1520-1566), 
gold sultani (dinar), Misr (Egypt) mint, year [926], date 
partially off flan, (3.54 grams), (A.1317, M.1253, [£85], 
Artuk 1552). Extremely fine. 

$200

   

3657*
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Suleiman I ibn Selim (The Great 
and The Magnificent), (A.H. 926-974, A.D. 1520-1566), 
gold sultani (dinar), Divarbakir mint, year 926, (3.50 grams), 
(A.1317, Pere 158). Good very fine, scarce.

$200

 

part

3658*
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Mustafa II (A.H. 1106-1115, 
A.D. 1695-1703), silver yarim kurus, year 1106, (A.-, 
KM.116); Mustafa III (A.H. 1171-1187, A.D. 1757-1774), 
silver piastres, years [11]86,  half piastre (holed) [11]77, 
(KM.313, 320), silver two zolata year 11[82], (KM.324); 
Abdul Hamid I (A.H. 1187-1203, A.D. 1774-1789), silver 
two zolota year 3 and 9, (KM.401, 402), silver piastre year 
2, (KM.396); Selim III (A.H. 1203-1222, A.D. 1789-1807), 
silver piastre, year 4; silver two piastres year 3, silver yuzluk 
year 4, (KM.498, 504, 507), six piastres 1223/29 (KM.603); 
other issues in bronze (2). Nearly fine - very fine, one holed. 
(13)

$200

3659 
Turkey, Ahmad III, (A.H. 1115-1143) (A.D. 1703-1730), 
gold eshrefi altin, Constantinople mint, A.H. 1115 = A.D. 
1703, (KM.173); Selim III (AH 1203-1222, 1789-1807 
A.D.), quarter zeri mahbub, Constantinople mint, years 
of reign 11, (KM.510); Mahmud II (AH 1223-1255, A.D. 
1808-1839), gold Rumi Altin, year 15 Constantinople mint, 
(KM.616); other gold fractions (6). All holed, except one 
fraction, otherwise mostly very fine. (9)

$180

3660 
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Ahmed III (A.H. 1115-1143) 
(1703-1730), silver onluk (KM.147); silver half Zolota, 
(KM.150); yirmilik (KM.153); zolota (KM.156). Very fine 
- extremely fine. (4)

$100

3661 
Turkey, Ottoman Empire to modern times, a range of issues 
in billon, a few in silver and many in copper from Mahmud 
I (A.H.1143-1168) (1730-1754) to 1999, all with tickets. 
Many holed as usual, otherwise very good - uncirculated. 
(61)

$100
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3662*
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Misr (Egypt) mint, Abdul Hamid 
I (A.H. 1187-1203) (A.D. 1774-1789), gold zeri mahbub, 
First type, Egypt mint, A.H.[119]2 = A.D. 1779. (KM. 127); 
Algeria, Mahmud I (A.H.1143-1168, A.D.1730-1754), gold 
half sultani, 1160, (1746), (KM.19). Very fine. (2)

$200

3663 
Turkey, various rulers, gold one hundred kurush, dated A.H. 
1255/6, 1277/11, 1293/30, 1327/6, 1327/9, gold twenty five 
piastres, 1327/4, (KM.679, 696, 730, 752, 754, 776). Fine 
- extremely fine, two have been mounted. (6)

$750

3664 
Turkey, various rulers, silver twenty piastres A.H. 1255/8, 
1277/4, 1277/9, 1277/10, 1293/3, 1327/9, (KM.675, 693, 
722, 780); six piastres, 1255/1, (KM.656) (holed); issues of 
Egypt, silver twenty qirsh, 1293/24W, 1327/3H, 1327/6H, 
(KM.296, 310); silver ten qirsh 1293/30H, 1327/6H, 
(KM.295, 309); Sudan, twenty piastres, A.H. 1310, year 8, 
(KM.15). Very fine - extremely fine, two have been mounted, 
one holed. (13)

$150

3665 
Turkey, collection of minor issues in silver, cupro-nickel and a 
few bronze, issues from Abdul Mejid, (A.H. 1255-1277, A.D. 
1839-1861), to end of Ottoman empire, includes silver ten 
piastres (4), five piastres (6) also includes Balkan Campaign 
medal. About twelve, holed or mounted, otherwise fine 
- extremely fine. (48)

$100

3666 
Turkey, a large range of modern issues including gold twenty 
five piastres 1923/43; another 1966; gold fifty piastres 1967 
(KM.851, 870, 853); commemorative silver including twenty 
five lira 1970 (KM.897); fifty lira 1971, 1972 (KM.900, 
901); one hundred lira 1973 (KM.903); five hundred lira 
1979, 1982 (KM.931, 952, 953); ten thousand lira 1986 
(KM.1009); other issues (174) mostly in base metal or 
steel to 2005, a few as duplicates. Most extremely fine - 
uncirculated. (185)

$200

3667 
Algeria, Mahmud II (A.H.1223-1255, 1808-1839), silver 
quarter budju 1236, (KM.67); five aspers, 1237 (KM.71); 
Tunisia (4); Sudan, copper twenty piastres A.H. 1315 
(KM.26); Egypt, a range of issues (36) including a five 
qirsh of Abdul Aziz, year 4 (KM.253.1) (illustrated); Hejaz 
(Saudi Arabia) countermarked issues forty para (KM.4, 6); 
glass weight; Sinkiang Province, Rebel Coinage of Yakub 
Beg, silver half miscal AH 1292 (1875-6), Kashgar mint, 
(KM.37-1.1). One holed, another mounted otherwise, fine 
- extremely fine. (52)

$250

3668 
Egypt, Abdul Mejid, (A.H. 1255-1277, A.D. 1839-1861), 
one hundred qirsh, year 15 = 1270 = 1853-4, (KM.235.2). 
Has been mounted, otherwise good very fine. 

$150

COINS OF THE CRUSADER STATES

The Ruth Pope Collection

3669 
France, feudal, Cahors, bishopric, Gerald II, (1068-1112), 
billon denier, obv. EPS GERADVS, cross patt‚e, rev. CATVR 
CIVIS, T+T+, (Roberts 15, [p.252-3]). Edge chip, fine and 
scarce.

$70

The chronicler, Raymond of Aguilers, lists certain western European coins as 
being used in the crusader states. While those of Cahors are not specifically 
listed, examples of such coins have been found in hoards in Palestine. The 
ticket incorrectly ascribes this coin to Toulouse.

3670 
France, feudal, county of Melgueil, bishops of Maguelonne, 
billon denier (melgorien), immitating those of Narbonne, 
obv. blundered inscription, cross, rev. blundered inscription, 
4 annulettes (Boudeau 753, 755). Fine.

$40

This type is specifcally included in the list made by the chronicler Raymond 
as being used on the crusader’s journey and in the Latin east. 

3671 
France, feudal, Le Puy, bishopric, ca 1100, billon deniers, 
obv. inscription, cross, rev. six pointed star with rounded 
points, (Roberts 4431-3, [p.256-7]). Fine. (2)

$120

Coins from Le Puy were specifically included in the list made by the chronicler 
as being used in the crusader states. 

3672 
France, feudal, Valence, 12th century, billon deniers, obv. 
+SAPOLLINARS, cross pomme with annulet in fourth 
quarter, rev. VALENTIA VRBS or var., winged angel or 
eagle facing (Metcalf 19-40, [Pl. 2]). Fine, one with patch 
of corrosion. (3)

$100

These coins were one of the two preferred types to circulate in the crusader 
states in the twelth century.

3673 
France, County of Provence, Robert of Anjou, (1309-1343), 
AR gigliati or carlin, obv. +ROBERT DEI GRA IERL ET 
SICIL REX, king seated on curule chair with lion-headed 
arm rests, in robes, holding sceptre and orb, rev. +COMES 
PVINCIE ET FORCALQERII, floriated cross with lis in 
angles. Fine to very fine. (4)

$240

3674 
Italy, Lucca, in name of Henry III, emperor, (11th -13th 
cent.) Billon deniers, obv. +IHPERATOR, debased OTTO 
monogram (H), rev. +ENRICVS, LUCA crosswise around 
central pellet (Metcalf 9-18 [Pl.1]). Fine. (2) 

$60

Along with those of Valence, the deniers of Lucca were a preferred foreign 
currency, used in the Latin east.
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3675*
Italy, Rome, AR anonymous grosso, second minting (1256-
1265), obv. + SENATUS P Q R, lion walking left, rev. 
ROMA CAP’ MUNDI (Rome the capital of the world), 
effigy of Roma seated on throne with orb and palm branch 
(Biaggi 2085). Collector’s ticket says issue is of Brancaleone 
d’Andalo, but refer Biaggi p 373. Good very fine.

$200

   

3676*
Italy, Norman Sicily, Willian I, (1154-1168), Au tari d’oro, 
obv. kufic legend rev. IC XC NIKA, cross between letters, 
kufic legend around off flan (Biaggi 1225). Fine to very fine 
and rare.

$200

 

part

3677*
Italy, Norman Sicily, 12th century bronzes, including AE 
follis of Roger II (1105-1154, another 2 of Roger II, and 2 
of William I (1154-1168), all with collector’s tickets. A most 
interesting lot, good to fine. (5) 

$200

3678 
Italy, Norman Sicily, Willian II, (1166-1189), AE mezzo 
follaro (Biaggi 1233) and AR (billon) terzo di apuliense 
(Biaggi 1228), with tickets showing 35 and 55 UK pounds 
respectively. Both good fine or better and rare. (2)

$200

  

3679*
Italy, Norman Sicily, Willian II, (1166-1189), AE trifollaro, 
obv. lion’s head three quarter facing, rev. palm tree with 
dates (Biaggi 1231). Fine to very fine and a well centred, 
fully struck example.

$180

  

3680*
Sicily under Aragon, James I, (1285-1296) AR tari or 
pierreale, obv. IA:DEI:GRA:ARAGON:SICIL’:REX, crowned 
imperial eagle in octafoil, rev. +AC:BARChINONE:COMES, 
arms of Aragon in octafoil (Biaggi 1308). Very fine. 

$120

3681 
Sicily under Aragon, Fredrick II, (1296-1337) billon denaro, 
obv. +FRI.T.DEI.GRA, bust to left, rev.d“ +REX SICILIE, 
cross (Biaggi 1312), another denier with ticket, obv. eagle, 
rev. arms of Aragon. Good - fine. (2) 

$60

 

3682*
Italy, Naples under Angevins, Robert, (1309-1343), AR 
gigliati, obv. +ROBERT DEI GRA IERL ET SICIL REX, 
king seated on curule chair with lion-headed arm rests, 
in robes, holding sceptre and orb, rev. +HOnOR REGIS 
IUDICIV DILIGIT, floriated cross with lis in angles, (Biaggi 
1634-1636). Fine to very fine, one holed. (3) 

$200

3683 
Italy, Genoa, AR denaro, 13th-14th century, obv. + IANVA, 
gateway, rev. CVNRADI REX cross. Very fine. 

$30

 

3684*
County of Edessa, Baldwin II, regent (1119-1126), AE or 
billon follis or fractional denier, obv. +[STAVQIC] NIXACI 
legend around central cross, rev. 4 line inscription, translating 
as “Baldwin Count” or similar, (MPS 15, [p.246], Metcalf  
-, but see p.37). Very fine for type and very rare (no more 
than twenty known).

$300

Edessa (the modern Urfa in Turkey) was the first state to be captured by the 
first crusaders and was also the first to be lost to Zengi in the mid twelth 
century. All coins of Edessa are rare and most sought after by collectors 
of crusader coins, a collection of which is incomplete without at least one 
example. Writing in the Numismatic Chronicle in 1982. Roberto Pesant 
discusses this type and the hoard which contained the majority of the known 
coins, found near Edessa itself. 
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3685*
Antioch, Tancred, (1102-1120), AE folles, first obv. Bust 
of St Peter, holding cross in left hand, rev. cross 4 lines /KE 
BOI/ ΘΗ ΤΟΔV/ΛO COVT/ANKPI/ cross (“Lord, help your 
servant Tancred”), (MPS 3a [p.199]; Metcalf 52 [Pl.5]); 
another obv. Bust of Tancred wearing Turban and holding 
sword in right hand, rev, IC-XC-NI-KA in angles of cross. 
(MPS 4a [p.199]; Metcalf 69 [Pl.4]). Fine or better and 
scarce. (2)

$200

 

  

3686*
Antioch, Tancred, (1102-1120), AE folles, obv. Bust of 
Christ, nimbate, wearing tunic and cloak, holding Gospels, 
rev. Cross pommet‚e, fleuronn‚e at base. IC-XC/TA-NK-P-
H, (MPS 5 [p.199]; Metcalf [82-83 Pl.5]); Very Fine and 
scarce. (2)

$150

3687 
Antioch, Tancred, (1102-1120),AE follis, obv. St. Peter, 
standing, wearing tunic and cloak, blessing with right hand, 
holding cross in left., rev. Slender cross with letters in angles, 
(MPS 6 [p.200]; Metcalf [71 Pl.4]); Roger of Salerno, Regent 
(1112-19) AE follis Obv. St George, nimbate, riding on 
horseback r. spearing dragon below. Rev. 3 line inscription. 
(MPS 9 [p.201]; Metcalf 97 [Pl.6]). Both Fine. (2)

$150

       

3688*
Antioch, Bohemond III, minority (1149-63), under regency 
of Constance and Renaud de Chƒtillon, bare head billon 
deniers, obv. bare head facing right +BOAMUNDUS, rev. 
Cross, +ANTOICHIA (cf. MPS 22-43 [pp.205-208], Metcalf 
341-359 [Pl. 15]). Very Fine. (2)  

$200

3689 
Antioch, Bohemond III, majority (1163-1201), billon helmet 
deniers, obv. +BOAMUNDUS, helmeted head left, between 
crescent and star, rev. +ANTIOCHIA, cross pattée with 
crescent in 2nd angle, (cf. MPS 65-70a [pp.214-216], Metcalf 
368-461, [Pls.16-18]). Good Fine or better. (3)

$150

3690 
Antioch, Bohemond IV, (1201-1233), billon helmet deniers, 
obv. +BOAMUNDUS, helmeted head left, between crescent 
and star, rev. +ANTIOCHIA, cross patt‚e with crescent in 
2nd angle, (cf. MPS 75-79 [pp.218-220], Metcalf 368-461, 
[Pls.16-18]). Bohemund IV deniers are much scarcer than 
those of Bohemond III. Very Fine or better, one holed. (4) 

$250

 

3691*
Antioch, Bohemond IV. AE pougeoise, late period ca 1210-
1216, obv. Fleur de lis, +[B]OAMUN[DUS], rev. Cross 
pattée, pellet in each angle. (MPS 90-92, [p.223], Metcalf 
472-478 [Pl. 19]). Very Fine but with flat spots, rare.

$150

 

3692*
Antioch, Raymond Roupen, (1216-1219), billon helmet 
denier, obv. +R*U.:P:I:N:U:S, helmeted head left, between 
crescent and star, rev. +ANTIOCHIA, cross pattée with 
crescent in 2nd angle, (cf. MPS 93-97 [pp.223-4], Metcalf 
368-461, [Pls.16-18]). Very Fine and quite scarce.

$130

 

3693*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, reign of Baldwin II, (1118-1136) 
or later, Acre mint, Au dinar or bezant, imitating those of 
Caliph Al-Amir, (MPS  1-5, [pp.115-118], Metcalf 119-141, 
[Pls.8,9]). Almost extremely fine.

$350

 

3694*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, reign of Baldwin II, (1118-1136) 
or later, Acre mint, gold dinar or bezant, imitating those of 
Caliph Al-Amir, (MPS 1-5, [pp.115-118], Metcalf 119-141, 
[Pls.8,9]). Very fine and paler gold as usual. 

$300
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3695*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, Baldwin III, (1143-1163), billon 
deniers, obv. REX BALDVINVS small cross in circle, rev. DE 
IERVSALEH, Tower of David, (cf MPS 2-20, [pp. 70-74], 
Metcalf 147-153A, 156-164A [Pl.10]. Very Fine. (4) 

$280

   

3696*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, Amaury, (1163-1174), billon 
denier, obv. AMALRICVS REX small cross in circle, with 
annulets in two opposite angles, rev. DE IERVSALEM, 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Good fine to very fine. Earth 
toning. 

$120

 

3697*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, Guy of Lusignan, (1186-1190), 
AE fractional denier, obv. [+REX GUIDO D], crowned bust 
facing, rev. [+E IERUSALEM], Church of the Holy Sepulchre 
with round dome, (MPS 32 [p.77], Metcalf 628 [Pl.24]. 
Fine and rare.

$350

Malloy attributes this coin to the Latin Kingdom, whereas Metcalf puts it as 
Cyprus.  Under King Guy, the crusaders lost the crucial battle of the Horns 
of Hattin to Saleh-ed-din, leading to the loss of the city of Jerusalem. Guy 
was later to purchase the Island of Cyprus from the Templars, to whom 
Richard the Lionheart had sold it. Guy’s descendants ruled Cyprus for 
another 250 years.

   

3698*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, Henry of Champagne, (1192-
1197), AE pougeoise, obv. +COMES HENRICVS, cross 
pattée, annulets in four corners, rev. +PVGES D’ACCON, 
fleur de lis (MPS 33 [p.77], Metcalf 199,200 [Pl.12]). Short 
flan but otherwise very fine and scarce. 

$180

 

3699*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, John of Brienne, (1210-1225), 
billon denier, obv. +IOHES:REX, cross pattée, annulets in 
two opposite angles, rev. +DA[MI]A[TA],crowned head 
facing (MPS 43-45 [p.80], Metcalf 202-205 [Pl.12]). Flat 
spots but otherwise good fine and scarce.

$180

John of Brienne married the heiress of the kingdom and led the abortive 5th 
crusade to attack Damietta in the Nile delta. 

3700 
Jerusalem, Latin kingdom, AR dirhems, crusader imitation 
of dirhrem of Al-Ghazi (1201-1216) of Aleppo, probably 
struck at Acre or Tripoli, obv. and rev, six pointed star 
with arabic inscriptions, (MPS 1 [p.133], Metcalf 216-219, 
[Pl.13]). Fine to very fine. (2)

$100

 

3701*
Islamic, Ayyubid, Al-nasir Salah al-din Yusuf I (Saladin), 
(564-589 AH, 1169-1193AD), AR dihrem, Damascus type 
with arabic legends in squares both sides, 581 AH Damascus 
mint (A. 787.2). Almost extremely fine and scarce. 

$100

 

3702*
Islamic, Ayyubid, Al-nasir Salah al-din Yusuf I (Saladin), 
(564-589 AH, 1169-1193AD), AR dihrem, Alleppo type with 
six pointed star with arabic legends on both sides, 586 AH 
Aleppo mint (A. 788). Almost extremely fine and scarce. 

$100

  

3703*
Tripoli, Raymond II, (1137-1152), AE fractional denier or 
copper, obv. + RAIM[UDUS C]OMS, plan cross, pellets in 
each quarter, rev. CIVITAS TRIPOLIS, horse standing left, 
cross behind, (MPS 4a [p.168], Metcalf 506 [Pl.20]). Fine. 

$100

3704 
Tripoli, Raymond II, (1137-1152) and Raymond III, (1152-
1187), star and crescent deniers (ca. 1149-1164), obv. 
+RAIMUNDUS COMS, cross patt‚e, pellet in first and third 
quarters, rev. CIVITAS TRIPOLIS, small crescent and eight 
pointed star,with pellet between each ray, and a series of 
pellets below crecent, (MPS 6 [p.169], Metcalf -), another 
but with larger crescent and star and pellets in second and 
fourth angles of cross (MPS 8 [p.169], Metcalf 510-512, 
[Pl.20]). First very Fine, second almost very fine. (2)

$200

   

3705*
Tripoli,  Raymond III, (1152-1187), star denier (ca. 1173-
1187), obv. +RAIMUNDUS COMS, cross patt‚e, rev. 
CIVITAS TRIPOLIS, eight pointed star, with pellet between 
each ray, (MPS 9 [p.70], Metcalf 519-522 [Pl.21]). Good 
very fine.

$120
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3706 
Tripoli,  Raymond III, (1152-1187) and Bohemond IV 
(1187-1230), castle coppers, obv. +CIVITAS, fortified 
gateway, rev.+TRIPOLIS, St. Andrew’s cross, circle in centre. 
crescents in each quarter, (MPS 13 and/or 15 [p.171-2], 
Metcalf 523-527 and 534-542 [Pl.21]). First with verdegris 
spot on obverse, otherwise very fine, second off centre and 
fine, third fine. (3)

$150

3707 
Tripoli,  Bohemond IV, (1187-1230), Bohemond V (1233-
51) or Bohemond VI (1257-1275), billon denier, obv. 
+BAMUNVD COMS, cross pattée, rev.+CIVITAS TRIPOL’, 
Eight pointed star, annulets between rays (cf.MPS 14, 17-
20, 24-25 [p.171-4], Metcalf 543-546 [Pl.21]). Off centre 
and fine.

$50

3708 
Tripoli,  Bohemond IV, (1187-1230), Bohemond V (1233-
51) or Bohemond VI (1257-1275), billon denier, obv. 
+BAMUNVD COMS, cross pattée, rev.+CIVITAS TRIPOL’, 
Eight pointed star, annulets between rays (cf.MPS 14, 17-
20, 24-25 [p.171-4], Metcalf 543-546 [Pl.21]). Off centre 
and fine.

$50

  

3709*
Tripoli, Bohemond VI, (1251-1275), AR gros, obv. 
+BOEMVNDVS:COMES, cross in pierced quatrefoil, rev. 
+CIVITAS:TRIPOLI, dots between letters, eight pointed 
star in tressure of arcs (MPS 22 [p.174], Metcalf 490-493 
[Pl.20]). Good very fine. 

$200

 

3710*
Tripoli, Bohemond VII, (1275-1287), AR gros, obv. 
+SEPTIMUS: BOEMVNDVS:COMES, cross in tressure of 
12 arcs, rev. +CIVITAS:TRIPOLIS:SVRIE, triple towered 
castle, (MPS 26, [p.175], Metcalf 497-498, [Pl.20]). Good 
very fine. 

$200

 

3711*
Tripoli, Bohemond VII, (1275-1287), AR demi-gros, obv. 
+SEPTIMVS:BOEMVNDVS:COMES, cross in tressure of 
arcs, rev. +CIVITAS:TRIPOLI:SVRIE, triple-towered castle 
in tressure of arcs (MPS 27 [p.175], Metcalf 501-503 [Pl.20]). 
First very fine, second fine but holed and plugged. (2) 

$200

3712 
Principality of Achaea, William of Villehardouin, (1245- 
1278) and successors, Charles II of Anjou, Florent of 
Hainault (1289-1297 and Isabelle of Villehardouin (1297-
1301), billon deniers tournoises, obv. G. PRINCEPS or 
var., cross patt‚e rev. CLARENTIA or var. Chƒtel tournois, 
(MPS 8 [p.358 and onwards]. Fine to very fine, the Charles 
II denier is scarce. (4)

$120

This extensive series idedtifies each ruler with different obverse inscriptions. 
There are many varieties.  

3713 
Principality of Achaea, Philip of Savoy, (1301-1306) and 
successors, Philip or Taranto (1306-1313) (2), Maud 
of Hainault (1316-1318) (2), billon deniers tournoises, 
obv. Ph’S. D. SAB.P.AChE or var., cross patt‚e rev. DE 
CLARENCIA or var. Chƒtel tournois, (MPS 18 [p.362 and 
onwards]. Fine to very fine. (5)    

$150

3714 
Principality of Achaea, John of Gravina, (1318-1333) (2) 
and successors, Robert of Taranto, (1333-1364) (2), billon 
deniers tournoises, obv. IOANS P ACh’I or var., cross patt‚e 
rev. DE CLARENCIA or var., chƒtel tournois, (MPS 44 
[p.367 and onwards]. Fine to very fine. (4) 

$100

3715 
Duchy of Athens, Guillaume I, (1280-1287) and Guy II 
(1294-1308), billon deniers tournoises, obv. +G.DUX.
ATENES, cross patt‚e. rev. +ThEBES:CIVIS, chƒtel tournois 
(cf. MPS 83 onwards [p.385]). Both good fine. (2)

$100

3716 
Cyprus, Hugh I, (1205-1218), billon denier, obv, HUGO 
REX or var, cross with stars and crescents in opposite angles, 
rev. + CYPRI or var., Genoese style gateway, (cf. MPS 9a-15 
[pp.272-2], Metcalf 633-635 [Pl 25], another of Hugh III, 
(1267-1284), obv. +HUGVE:REI:DE, cross, rev. +IHRL’M:
ED C[hIPR’]:, Lusignan lion rampant left (MPS 34 {p.277, 
Metcalf 662-666 [Pl. 26]), another of Henry II 2nd.reign 
(1310-1324) obv. similar to last, rev. similar to last (MPS 66 
[p.283], Metcalf as last). First fine, second very fine, third 
almost fine. (3)

$150

 

3717*
Cyprus, Henry II, first reign (1285-1306) AR gros, obv. 
+hENRI’: REI:DE king seated on throne facing, holding 
sceptre and orb, rev. +IERVSALEM E D’ChIPR’ Lusignan 
lion rampant left with 3 pellets behind tail, (MPS 38 or 
similar [P.278], Metcalf 668-670, [Pl. 26]). Flat spots but 
otherwise good fine and scarce..

$300
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3718 
Cyprus, Henry II, second reign (1310-1324), AR gros, obv. 
+hENRI REI DE, king seated facing on curule chair with lion 
heads on arms, holding sceptre and orb, rev. +IERVSALEM 
E DE ChIPRC, cross and crosslets, (arms of Jerusalem) (MPS 
50 onwards [p. 280+], Metcalf 674-715 [Pls. 27,28]), AR 
gros petit or demi-gros, similar design as for gros, but star 
on obv. left field (MPS 51 onward [p.281+], Metcalf 683 
onward [Pls. 27,28]). Very fine. (2)  

$200

 

3719*
Cyprus, Henry II, second reign (1310-1324), AR gros, obv. 
+hENRI REI DE, king seated facing on curule chair with lion 
heads on arms, holding sceptre and orb, rev. +IERVSALEM 
E DE ChIPRC, cross and crosslets, (arms of Jerusalem) (MPS 
50 onwards [p. 280+], Metcalf 674-782 [Pl. 27]). Very fine 
and a nice example.

$150

3720 
Cyprus, Hugh IV, (1324-1359), AR gros, obv. +hVGVE REI 
DE, king seated on curule chair with lion heads on arms. 
facing and holding sceptre and orb, rev. +IERVSAL’M E 
D’ChIPR’ cross and crosslets, (cf MPS 67, 69, 71, 73 [pp. 
284-5], Metcalf 733-772 [Pls. 30-31]). Fine or better. (3) 

$230

 

3721*
Cyprus, Hugh IV, (1324-1359), AR gros petit or demi-gros, 
obv. +hVGVE REI DE, king seated on curule chair with 
lion heads on arms. facing and holding sceptre and orb, rev. 
+IERVSAL’M E D’ChIPR’ cross and crosslets, (cf MPS 68, 
70, 72, 74 [pp. 284-5], Metcalf 733-772 [Pls. 30-31]). Very 
fine, with some blue toning. 

$150

 

3722*
Cyprus, Hugh IV, (1324-1359), AR gros, obv. +hVGVE REI 
DE, king seated on curule chair with lion heads on arms. 
facing and holding sceptre and orb, rev. +IERVSAL’M E 
D’ChIPR’ cross and crosslets, (cf MPS 67, 69, 71, 73 [pp. 
284-5], Metcalf 733-772 [Pls. 30-31]). Fine or better. (4) 

$300

 

3723*
Cyprus, Peter I, (1359-1369), AR gros grand, heavy coinage, 
obv. +PIERE PAR LA GRACE D’ DIEV ROI, king seated 
on gothic throne. facing and holding sword and orb, with 
shield below,  rev. +DE IERVSALEM E D’ChIPRE cross and 
crosslets, (cf MPS 76-79 [pp. 286-7], Metcalf 765-788 [Pl. 
32]). Very fine or better and a nice example. 

$200

3724 
Cyprus, Peter I, (1359-1369), AR gros grand, heavy coinage, 
obv. +PIERE PAR LA GRACE D’ DIEV ROI, king seated 
on gothic throne. facing and holding sword and orb, with 
shield below,  rev. +DE IERVSALEM E D’ChIPRE cross and 
crosslets, (cf MPS 76-79 [pp. 286-7], Metcalf 765-788 [Pl. 
32]). Very fine, crude style. 

$150

 

3725*
Cyprus, Peter I, (1359-1369), AR gros petit or demi-gros, 
heavy coinage, obv. +PIER ROI DE, king seated on gothic 
throne. facing and holding sword and orb, with shield below,  
rev. +DE IERVSALEM 7 D’ChIPRE cross and crosslets, (cf 
MPS 83-88 [pp. 287-9], Metcalf 777-783 [Pl. 32]). Good 
fine and scarce. 

$150

3726 
Cyprus, James II, (1460-1473), AE sezin, obv. +[IACOBUS 
DEI GRAIA], Lusignan lion rampant left, rev. +[IERVSALEM.
CIPRI] or var. cross and crosslets, (cf MPS 83-88 [pp. 287-
9], Metcalf 808-811 [Pl. 34]). Almost fine, legends mostly 
unreadable. 

$50

   

 

 

Lot 3727
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3727*
Cyprus, under Venetian rule, (1489-1571), billon carzie 
under doge Girulamo Priuli (1559-1567), billon seizin 
under doge Petro Loredan (1567-1570) and AE Famagusta 
siege coin dated 1570. Very fine or better, scarce and a very 
interesting lot. (3)

$200

The seige of Famagusta by the Turks saw the minting of a large copper coin 
to pass as a bezant. This was the last coin struck on the island and the last 
Cypriot coin till the modern coinage under Queen Victoria, in 1879.(ref: 
Collect Cyprus Coins, by T. J. Fitikedes, where the story of the siege is 
given [pp.6]).

  

3728*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato (gros), 
Helion de Villeneuve, grand master (1319-1346) obv. +.FR.
ELIOn.D’VILENOVA.D’I.GRA.mR, grand master kneeling 
before patriachal cross on steps, rev. +OSPITAL’S’IOh’IS.
IRL’MI.QT’.RODI, floriated cross, imitating that of Naples, 
but with shield of knights at each arm of cross (Metcalf 1172-
1183 [Pls 45,6]). Small flan split, but extremely fine. 

$450

 

3729*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato (gros), 
Helion de Villeneuve, grand master (1319-1346) obv. +.FR.
ELIOn.D’VILENOVA.D’I.GRA.mR, grand master kneeling 
before patriachal cross on steps, rev. +OSPITAL’S’IOh’IS.
IRL’MI.QT’.RODI, floriated cross, imitating that of Naples, 
but with shield of knights at each arm of cross (Metcalf 
1172-1183 [Pls 45,6]). Good very fine.

$350

After the expulsion of the crusaders from Palestine and Syria in 1291, the 
knights of the Hostpital, along with the Templars and others, retreated to 
Cyprus.  They needed their own territory and the pope awarded them the 
island of Rhodes, but they had to take it from the Byzantines, which they 
did under Fulk of Vilaret in 1310. Fulk’s coins are very rare, but those of 
his successor Helion are more common.

3730 
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, billon deniers 
(1319-1353), obv. MAGR. hOSPITAL, cross, rev. CIVIS 
RODI, Genoese gate. Fine to very fine, one with flat spots. 
(3)

$180

 

3731*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), Dieudonn‚ de Gozon, grand master (1346-1353) 
obv. +.FR.DEODAT.D.GOSONO:DI:GRA:MGR, grand 
master kneeling before patriachal cross on steps, rev. 
+OSPITAL’S’IOh’IS.IRL’MI.QT’.RODI, floriated cross, 
imitating that of Naples, but with shield of knights at each 
arm of cross (Metcalf 1191-1192 [Pl.46]). Obverse scratches 
but very fine. 

$400

3732 
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), Dieudonn‚ de Gozon, grand master (1346-1353) 
obv. +.FR.DEODAT.D.GOSONO:DI:GRA:MGR, grand 
master kneeling before patriachal cross on steps, rev. 
+OSPITAL’S’IOh’IS.IRL’MI.QT’.RODI, floriated cross, 
imitating that of Naples, but with shield of knights at 
each arm of cross (Metcalf 1191-1192 [Pl.46]). Flat spots 
otherwise good fine. 

$250

 

3733*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), Pierre de Corneillan, grand master (1354-55) obv. 
+.F. PETRUS. D’.CORNILLIANO:D’I:GRA:M, grand 
master kneeling before patriachal cross on steps, rev. 
+OSPITAL’S’IOh’IS.IRL’MI.QT’.RODI, floriated cross, 
imitating that of Naples, but with shield of knights at each 
arm of cross (Metcalf 1193 [Pl.46]). Flat spots, double struck 
on obv., otherwise fine and rare.  

$400

 

3734*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), second type with pinecone in field, Roger de Pins, 
grand master (1355-1365) obv. +.F. ROGERIUS. D.PINIBUS:
D:GRA:M, grand master kneeling before patriachal cross on 
steps, rev. +OSPITAL’S’IOh’IS.IRLn’I.QT’.ROD, floriated 
cross, imitating that of Naples, but with shield of knights at 
each arm of cross (Metcalf 1194,5 [Pl.47]). Very fine.  

$350
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3735*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), first type without pinecone in field, Roger de Pins, 
grand master (1355-1365) obv. +.F. ROGERIUS. D.PINIBUS:
D:GRA:M, grand master kneeling before patriachal cross on 
steps, rev. +OSPITAL’S’IOh’IS.IRLn’I.QT’.ROD, floriated 
cross, imitating that of Naples, but with shield of knights 
at each arm of cross (Metcalf 1194,5 [Pl.47]). Holed but 
otherwise very fine.  

$250

 

3736*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliati 
(gros), Raymond Berenger, grand master (1365-1374) obv. 
+.F. RAIMUNDVS. BEREnGARII:D:GRA:M, grand master 
kneeling before patriachal cross on steps, rev. +OSPITAL 
‘S.IOhIS. IRLnI.QTS’.RODI, floriated cross, imitating that 
of Naples, but with shield of knights at each arm of cross 
(Metcalf 1208-10 [Pl.47]). First slightly double struck, and 
some legend off flan,but otherwise very fine, second holed 
but fine. (2)  

$500

  

3737*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), Raymond Berenger, grand master (1365-1374) obv. 
+.F. RAIMUNDVS. BEREnGARII:D:GRA:M, grand master 
kneeling before patriachal cross on steps, rev. +OSPITAL’S.
IOhIS.IRLnI.QTS’.RODI, floriated cross, imitating that 
of Naples, but with shield of knights at each arm of cross 
(Metcalf 1208-10 [Pl.47]). Small flan crack, but otherwise 
good fine.  

$300

 

Lot 3738

3738*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), Robert de Juilly, grand master (1374-1376) obv. +.F. 
ROBERTUS:D:GULIAC:D:GRA:M, grand master kneeling 
before patriachal cross on steps, rev. +OSPITAL’S’IOh’S.
IRL’nI.QT’.RODI, floriated cross, imitating that of Naples, 
but with shield of knights at each arm of cross (cf.Metcalf 
1211-13 [Pls.47,48]). Flat spots ,but otherwise fine. 

$250

 

3739*
Rhodes, Knights of the Hospital of St John, AR gigliato 
(gros), Juan Fernandez de Heredia, grand master (1376-
1396) obv. +.FR. IoAnES:FERDInANDI:D:GRA:M, 
grand master kneeling before patriachal cross on steps, 
rev. +OSPITAL: IOhIS.IRL ‘nI.QT’.RODI, floriated cross, 
imitating that of Naples, but with shield of knights at each 
arm of cross (Metcalf 1215-16 [Pl.48]). Flat spots due to 
blunt dies, but otherwise good fine. 

$300

3740 
Despotate of Epirus, Philip of Taranto, (1294-1313) and 
John II Orsini (1323-1335), billon deniers tournoises, first 
obv. +Ph’S.P.TAR DESP or var., cross patt‚e rev. +NEPANTI 
CIVIS or var., chƒtel tournois, (MPS 111 [p.397 and 
onwards]. First very fine, second fine with legends blurred.  
(2)

$80

3741 
Lesbos, Mytilene, Franscesco Gattilusio, (1384-1403), AE 
denier(?), obv. unreadable inscription, cross with 4 letters, 
rev. unreadable inscription,  coat of arms in octafoil (cf. 
Metcalf 1165 [Pl.45]). Fine. 

$100

  

3742*
Chios, imitation gold ducat of Venetian type, 14th century 
(cf Metcalf 1171 [Pl.45]). Fine. 

$200

 

3743*
Latin East, imitation gold ducat of Venetian type, 14th 
century (cf Metcalf 1171 [Pl.45]), with ticket describing it 
as being issued by Robert of Anjou (1346-1364), Prince of 
Achaea. Very Fine. 

$200
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3744 
Constantinople, Latin Emperors, (1204-1261) AE scyphate 
trachea, various designs (cf MPS [ch.X, pp.311-343], Metcalf 
814-860 [Pls. 34-37]. A study lot, fine to better.  (5) 

$100

3745 
Byzantium, Empire of Trebizond, from 1204, Manuel I 
Comnenus (1238-1268), AR Aspers, obv. Greek legend (St 
Eugenius), saint standing holding a long cross, rev. MNA 
otherwise unreadable legend, Manuelns“ standing holding 
labarum and akakia, (Sear 2601). Flat spots but otherwise 
both good fine. (2)

$100

3746 
Byzantium, Empire of Trebizond, from 1204, John II 
(1280-1297), AR Aspers, obv. Greek legend (St Eugenius), 
saint standing holding a long cross, rev. Greek legend, John 
standing holding labarum and akakia, (cf. Sear 2609). Flat 
spots but first nearly extremely fine, others good fine to 
very fine. (3)

$150

 

part

3747*
Byzantium, Empire of Trebizond, from 1204, Alexius II 
(1297-1330), AR Aspers, obv. Greek legend (St Eugenius), 
saint seated on horse walking right, rev. Greek legend, 
Alexius seated on hore walking right, (Sear 2619). Good 
fine to very fine. (3)

$200

3748 
Byzantium, Empire of Trebizond, from 1204, Alexius IV 
(1417-1446) and John IV (1446-1458), AR Aspers or demi-
aspers, obv. Greek legend (St Eugenius), saint seated on 
horse walking right, rev. Greek legend, emperor seated on 
horse walking right, (cf. Sear 2641, 2642). Very good to fine, 
conflicting information on collector’s tickets. (2).

$100

  

part

3749*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon I, (1198-1219), AR 
coronation trams, obv. Armenian inscription, king kneeling 
before Virgin, cross between, rev. Armenian inscription, two 
lions regardant, patriachal cross between (cf. Nerc. 256-267, 
[pp.109-112]. Fine or better. (3)

$200

 

3750*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon I, (1198-1219), AR 
double tram, obv. Armenian inscription, king seated on 
curule chair with lion headed arms, holding orb and fleur de 
lis sceptre, rev. Armenian inscription, crowned lion passant, 
with front legs in sign of cross and patriachal cross behind (cf. 
Nerc. 268-273). Very fine and scarce, a choice example.

$300

 

3751*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon I, (1198-1219), AR 
double tram, obv. Armenian inscription, king seated on 
curule chair with lion headed arms, holding orb and fleur de 
lis sceptre, rev. Armenian inscription, crowned lion passant, 
with front legs in sign of cross qand patriachal cross behind 
(cf. Nerc. 268-273). Flat in parts but otherwise very fine 
and scarce.

$250

3752 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon I, (1198-1219), AR 
trams, obv. Armenian inscription, king seated on curule 
chair with lion-headed arms, holding orb and lis sceptre, 
rev. Armenian inscription, two lions regardant, patriachal 
cross between (cf. Nerc. 282-299, [pp.115-119]. Fine or 
better. (3)

$150

3753 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon I, (1198-1219), AR 
trams, obv. Armenian inscription, king seated on curule 
chair with lion-headed arms, holding orb and lis sceptre, 
rev. Armenian inscription, two lions regardant, patriachal 
cross between (cf. Nerc. 282-299, [pp.115-119]. Fine or 
better. (3)

$150

 

part

3754*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon I, (1198-1219), AE 
Tanks, obv. Armenian inscription, king as lion bust with 
crown facing half right, rev. Armenian inscription, patriachal 
cross, stars on either side (cf. Nerc. 300-314, [pp.119-122]. 
Very fine or better. (2)

$200
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3755*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum I, (1226-1270), 
AR bilingual tram with Sultan Kaiqobad, obv. Armenian 
inscription, king on horseback, holding lis sceptre, cross, 
star and screscent in field, rev. Turkish/Arabic inscription 
in 4 lines proclaiming Turkish Sultan. (cf. Nerc. 316-320, 
[pp.124-125]. Good very fine and scarce.

$200

3756 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum I, (1226-1270), 
AR bilingual tram with Sultan Kaikhusrew, obv. Armenian 
inscription, king on horseback, holding lis sceptre, cross in 
field, rev. Turkish/Arabic inscription in 4 lines proclaiming 
Turkish Sultan, (cf. Nerc. 321-331, [pp.126-127]). Good 
fine and scarce.

$120

 

part

3757*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum I, (1226-1270) with 
Queen Zabel, AR trams,  obv. Armenian inscription, king 
and queen standing , long cross between, (first with star 
below), rev. Armenian inscription, crowned lion standing 
right with fron legs crossed and cross behind, (cf. Nerc. 
332-344 [pp.128-131]). Very fine. (4)

$160

3758 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum I, (1226-1270), AE 
Tanks, obv. Armenian inscription, king seated on curule 
chair with lion-headed arms, holding lis sceptre and orb, rev. 
Armenian inscription, cross with short lines in angles, (Nerc. 
351-357 [pp. 133-134]). Fine or better, two holed. (5)

$200

 

3759*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum I, (1226-1270), 
AE equestrian kardez, obv. Armenian inscription, king on 
horseback rightion-headed arms, holding lis sceptre and orb, 
rev. Armenian inscription, cross with wedges in angles, (Nerc. 
359-360 [p. 135]). Good fine, green patina.

$70

 

3760*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum I, (1226-1270), AE 
kardez, obv. Armenian inscription, king seated on wide 
bench, holding lis sceptre and orb, rev. Armenian inscription, 
cross with wedges in angles, (Nerc. 362-365 [pp. 135-136]). 
About very fine.

$70

 

3761*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon II, (1270-1289), AR 
tram, obv. Armenian inscription, king on horseback right 
with lis sceptre over shoulder, rev. Armenian inscription, 
crowned lion standing right with cross behind, (cf. Nerc. 
376 [p.139], but cross has only one arm). Very fine.

$100

3762 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon II, (1270-1289), 
AE kardez, obv. Armenian legend, lion walking right, rev. 
Armenian legend, cross with stars in angles, (cf. Nerc. 387-
393, [pp.141-2]). Fine. 

$50

 

3763*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum II, (1289-1305), AE 
kardez, obv. Armenian inscription, crowned head facing, rev. 
Armenian inscription, long cross with two bars (Nerc. 398, 
[P. 144]). About fine and scarce. 

$100

3764 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Hetoum II, (1289-1305), AE 
kardez, obv. Armenian inscription, king seated in oriental 
fashion, rev. Armenian inscription, cross potent (cf. Nerc. 
399-404, [pp. 144-5]). About fine. (3) 

$120

3765 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon III, (1301-1307), AR 
takvorins (base trams), obv. Armenian inscription, king on 
horseback right with lis sceptre over shoulder, rev. Armenian 
inscription, crowned lion walking right with cross behind, 
(cf. Nerc. 419-427 [p.150-152]). Fine or better, the first 
holed. (4)

$160
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3766 
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Levon III, (1301-1307) 
,Oshin (1308-1320), and Gosdantin IV (1365-1373) billon 
takvorins, obv. Armenian inscription, king on horseback 
right with lis sceptre over shoulder, rev. Armenian inscription, 
crowned lion walking right with cross behind, (cf. Nerc. 441 
onward [p.156+]). About fine. (3)

$80

 
part

3767*
Kingdom of Cilician Armenia, Smpad, (1296-1298), AE 
pogh, obv. Armenian inscription, king on horseback right, 
rev. Armenian inscription, cross with flying doves in angles 
(cf. Nerc. 412-3, [p. 148]), another AE pogh of Oshin (1308-
1320), obv. Armenian inscription, king seated on throne, rev, 
cross potent (Nerc 447-450, [pp. 157-8]). First fine, second 
very fine but ragged flan, both scarce.  (2) 

$120

 

3768*
Venice, Sebastian Ziani, doge (1172-1178), AR denaro 
scodellato, obv. +SEB DUX, cross, rev. +S MARCUS, cross 
(Pao. 1. [p.12]). Very fine. 

$80

 

3769*
Venice, Jacopo Tiepolo, (1229-1249), AR grosso, obv. 
S.M.VENETI IA TEVPL DUX, doge standing left, St. mark 
standing right, cross between, rev. IC XC Christ seated on 
throne (Pao. 1 [p.17]). Good very fine.  

$100

3770 
Venice, Jacopo Contarini, (1275-1280), AR grosso, obv. 
S.M.VENETI IA [C}ONTARINI DUX, doge standing left, 
St. mark standing right, cross between, rev. IC XC Christ 
seated on throne (Pao. 1 [p.21]). Good very fine.  

$100

3771 
Venice, Pietro Gradenigo, (1289-1311), AR grossi, obv. 
S.M.VENETI PEGRADONIGO DUX, doge standing left, 
St. mark standing right, cross between, rev. IC XC Christ 
seated on throne (Pao. 1 [p.21]), another of Giovani Soranzo 
(1312-1328) (Pao. 2. [p.26]), another of Franscesco Dandolo 
(1329-1339) (Pao. 2 [p.27]). Fine or better. (3)  

$180

3772 
Venice, Franscesco Dandolo, (1329-1339), AR soldini, obv. 
FRA DANDULO DUX, doge kneeling left, holding cross,  
rev. S MARCVS VENETI, nimbate lion of venice rampant 
left, holding cross (Pao. 4 [p.27]). Fine or better, one with 
ragged flan. (3)  

$100

  

3773*
Venice, Andrea Contarini, (1368-1382), AR soldino, obv. 
+ANDR$ 9 TARDUX, doge kneeling left holding cross, 
rev. +S.MARCVS VENETI, nimbate winged lion (Pao. 4 
[p.35]). Very fine.  

$80

3774 
Venice, Andrea Contarini, (1368-1382),  AR grossi of 
2nd  and 3rd types, obv. S.M.VENETI (name) DUX, doge 
standing on left and facing right, St. mark standing right, 
cross between, rev. IC XC Christ seated on throne (Pao. 
2 [p.35]), another similar of Antonio Venier (1382-1400) 
(Pao.3 [p.37]), another similar of Michael Steno (1400=1413) 
(Pao.2 [p.38]) and another similar of Franscesco Foscati 
(1423-1457) (Pao.4 [pp.40-1]), the latter three having rev. 
inscription +TIBI LAUS 7 GLORI. Fine or better. (4)  

$200

3775 
Venice, Andrea Contarini, (1368-1382), AE torneselli, obv. 
+ inscription, cross potent, rev. +VEXILIFER VENECIAL, 
nimbate winged lion (Pao. 6 [p.35]), another of Antonio 
Venier (1382-1400) (Pao.7, [p.37]). Fine or better. (2) 

$100

  

3776*
Venice, Agostino Barbarigo, (1486-1501), AR mocenigo or 
lira, obv. DUX AUG.BARBARIGO.S.MARCVS.VENET, 
doge kneeling before St. mark, holding flag, rev. .TIBI.SOLI.
GLORIA., nimbate Christ standing on platform with 3 
letters, facing, holding cross (Pao. 2 [p.53]). Very fine. 

$250

  

3777*
Venice, Andrea Gritti, (1523-1538), AR mocenigo or lira, 
obv. DUX ANDREAS.GRITTI.S.MARCVS.VENET, doge 
kneeling before St. mark, holding flag, rev. .TIBI.SOLI.
GLORIA., nimbate Christ standing on platform with 
3 letters, facing, holding cross (Pao. 5 [p.59]). Almost 
extremely fine, a choice example. 

$300
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3778*
Venice, Fancesco Dona, (1545-1553, gold ducat or zecchino, 
obv. DUX FRAN DON, S.M.VENET, doge kneeling before 
St Mark, both holding flag, rev. SIT T XPE DAT Q TV 
REGIS ISTE DUCAT, Christ in mandorla, surrounded by 
stars (Pao. 1, [p.61]). Adhering dirt on obverse otherwise 
about very fine.

$200

 

3779*
Venice, Alviso I Mocinego, (1570-1577), AR 40 soldi con 
Sata Giustina, obv. ALOI:MOCE.S.M.VENETI, doge 
kneeling before St. mark, holding flag, winged lion in field, 
rev. MIMOROTUI*IIUSTINAVIRGO, St Giustina standing, 
holding quill and building, body pierced by sword (Pao. 7 
[p.68]). Very fine. 

$250

3780*
Venice, Giovanni Bembo, (1615-1618) AR scudo della croce, 
obv. A+I*IOANNES.BEMBO.DUX VEN* floriated cross, 
rev. *SANCTUS*MARCUS VENET* nimbate winged lion 
in shield, 140 below, (Pao. 8 [p.83]). Good fine. 

$250

3781*
Venice, Antonio Priuli, (1618-1623) AR scudo della croce, 
obv. G+R*ANTON. PRIOL.DUX VEN* floriated cross, rev. 
*SANCTUS*MARCUS VENET* nimbate winged lion in 
shield, 140 below, (Pao. 16 [p.88]). Good very fine, a choice 
example with some mint bloom. 

$350

   

3782*
Venice, Francesco Contarini, (1623-1624) AR mezzo scudo 
della croce, obv. X+D*FRANC.CONTARIN.DUX VEN* 
floriated cross, rev. *SANCTUS*MARCUS VENET* 
nimbate winged lion in shield, 70 below, (Pao. 10 [p.90]). 
Some pitting on surfaces, otherwise very fine. 

$200

3783*
Venice, Giovanni Corner, (1625-1629) AR scudo della croce, 
obv. I.A.M *IOAN.CORNEL.DUX VEN* floriated cross, 
rev. *SANCTUS*MARCUS VENET* nimbate winged lion in 
shield, 140 below, (Pao. 16 [p.88]). Good very fine, a choice 
example, nicely struck. 

$350

3784*
Venice, Francesco Erizzo, (1631-1646) AR scudo della croce, 
obv. MA.M *FRANC.ERIZZO.DUX VEN* floriated cross, 
rev. *SANCTUS*MARCUS VENET* nimbate winged lion 
in shield, 140 below, (Pao. 9 [p.96]). A little weak in centre 
of obverse, otherwise extremely fine with mint bloom and 
a choice example. 

$350
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3785*
Venice, Domenico Contarini, (1659-1675) AR ducato nuovo 
or ducatello, obv. L.P S.M.VEN.DOMIN.CONT.DUX, 
Doge on right kneeling before seated  and nimbate St. Mark, 
both holding vexillum, rev. DUCATUS VENETVS* nimbate 
winged lion standing right, paws on tablets with inscription 
(Pao. 14 [p.105]). Good fine. 

$200

3786 
Venice, Lodovico Manin, (1789-1797), gold ducat or 
zecchino, obv. DUX LVDO MANI, S.M.VENET, doge 
kneeling before St Mark, both holding flag, rev. SIT T 
XPE DAT Q TV REGIS ISTE DUCA, Christ in mandorla, 
surrounded by stars (Pao. 14, [p.131]). Holed, crude, 
otherwise good fine, possible copy.

$100

3787 
Venice, 17th century, AE coins for use in Crete and the 
Islands, include 4 tornesi (with green patina/corrosion), 2 
and half soldini, 60 tornesi and a gazetta inscribed */ISOLE/
E.T/ARMATA* (Islands and Navy), with earth patina. An 
interesting study group, average fine. (4)

$120

 

3788*
Venice, 16th to 17th century, AE Gazzettas, obv. 
*SAN*MARC*VEN*, nimbate winged lion, in ex. II, rev. 
3 line inscription */ARMATA/E T/MOREA/* (Navy and 
Pelopenese). Fine to very fine. (3) 

$150

3789 
Venice, 16th to 18th century, including two AR 2 gazettas 
(1585-1600), an AE sesino of Alvise I Mocenego (1570-
1577) and a soldo of 12 denari (1763-1768). Fine or better. 
(4) 

$120

3790 
Venice, 16th to 17th century, AE Gazzettas, obv. 
*SAN*MARC*VEN*, nimbate winged lion, in ex. II, rev. 
3 line inscription */DALMA/E.T/ALBAN/* (Dalmatia and 
Albania). Fine. (3) 

$150

 

3791*
Venice, Alvise II Mocenigo, (1700-1709) AR leone da 80 
soldi per la Dalmazia e l’Albania, obv. S.M.V.DUX.ALOY.
MOCENI, doge on right kneeling before seated  and nimbate 
St. Mark, both holding vexillum, in exergue I*G rev. 
*DALMAT*ET*ALB* nimbate winged lion standing right 
on two paws, holding olive branches in one paw, castle on 
rock on left (Pao. 21 [p.115]). Near very fine and rare. 

$300

  

3792*
Venice, Giovanni II Corner, (1709-1722), gold ducat or 
zecchino, obv. DUX IOAN CORNEL, S.M.VENET, doge 
kneeling before St Mark, both holding flag, rev. SIT T XPE 
DAT Q TV REGIS ISTE DUCAT, Christ in mandorla, 
surrounded by stars (Pao. 13, [p.118]). Almost extemely 
fine. 

$250

3793 
Venice, Francesco Loredano, (1752-1762), gold ducat or 
zecchino, obv. DUX FRANC.LAVRED, S.M.VENET, doge 
kneeling before St Mark, both holding flag, rev. SIT T XPE 
DAT Q TV REGIS ISTE DUCAT, Christ in mandorla, 
surrounded by stars (Pao. 5, [p.127]). Fragment of mount 
adhereing, otherwise very fine. 

$150

  

3794*
Venice, Alvise IV Mocenigo, (1763-1778), gold ducat or 
zecchino, obv. DUX ALOY MOCEN, S.M.VENET, doge 
kneeling before St Mark, both holding flag, rev. SIT T 
XPE DAT Q TV REGIS ISTE DUCA, Christ in mandorla, 
surrounded by stars (Pao. 5, [p.127]). Almost extremely fine, 
with some mint bloom. 

$300
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3795*
Venice, Alvise IV Mocenigo, (1763-1778) AR ducato nuovo 
or ducatello, obv. “ G.M.R * S.M.V.ALOY.MOCENICO.D, 
Doge on right kneeling before seated  and nimbate St. Mark, 
both holding vexillum, rev. DUCATUS VENETVS* nimbate 
winged lion standing right, paws on tablets with inscription, 
castle behind (Pao. 27 [p.129]). Good very fine. 

$300

  

3796*
Venice, Ludovico Manin, (1789-1799) AR tallero per il 
Levante, 1790, obv. *LUDOVICO MANIN DUCE *,scroll.* 
nimbate and winged lion seated holding open book with head 
turned to left, rev. *REPUBLICA VENETA *<scroll>*, bust 
of lady facing right (Pao. 35 [p.131]). Very fine. 

$300

   

3797*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, John 
de Vallete (1557-1568), grand master, AR four tari, obv. + 
F.IOANNES DE LA VALLETE. M.HOSP’HIER’, quartered 
arms of the order and the grand master, rev. +PROPTER 
VERITAM ET IVSTICIAM head of St. John the Baptist on 
oval charger (Sch. 1, fig 6. [Pl.4]). Good very fine.

$400

3798 
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 17th 
and 18th century coppers, including a grain of Alof de 
Wignacourt (1601-1622) and various of other later rulers. 
One holed and another bent, but otherwise fine or better. 
(lot)

$150

 

3799*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 
Emmanuael Pinto (1741-1773), grand master, AR fifteen 
tari, 1756, obv. + F.EMMANVEL PINTO M.M.H.S.S 
1756, quartered arms of the order and the grand master, 
surmounted by a crown rev. MON SUREXIT MAIOR., St. 
John the baptist standing holding pennon, at feet paschal 
lamb, in ex. T.XV (Sch. 1, fig 2. [Pl.14]). Very fine/fine.

$120

3800 
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 
Emmanuael Pinto (1741-1773), grand master, AR thirty 
tari, 1757, obv. + F.EMMANVEL PINTO M.M.H.S.S 
1756, quartered arms of the order and the grand master, 
surmounted by a crown rev. MON SUREXIT MAIOR., St. 
John the baptist standing holding pennon, at feet paschal 
lamb, in ex. T.XXX (Sch. 2, fig 10. [Pl.11]). Good very fine, 
may have been slightly polished, but a nice example.

$200

 

3801*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, Francis 
Ximinez de Texada (1773-1775), grand master, AR two 
scudi, 1774, obv. + FR.D.FRANCISCUS XIMINEZ DE 
TEXADA 1774, bust right, rev. Arms of the grand master 
and the order on two ornamental shields separated by a 
garland and sumounted by a royal crown, S 2, palm and 
olive branches (Sch. 1, fig 1. [Pl.19]). Very fine.

$200
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3802*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 
Emmanuel de Rohan (1775-1797), grand master, AR thirty 
tari, 1790, obv. * F. EMMANUEL DE ROHAN M.M, bust 
right, rev. HOSPITA ET S. SEP HIERUS 1790, Arms of the 
grand master and the order quartered on shield on breast of 
headless eagle and sumounted by a  royal crown, T 30, (Sch. 
2, fig 2. [Pl.21]). Some scratches (adjustment marks) across 
bust, but otherwise good very fine and nicely toned.

$250

 

3803*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 
Emmanuel de Rohan (1775-1797), grand master, AR two 
scudi, 1796, obv. * F. EMMANUEL DE ROHAN M.M, bust 
right, rev. arms of the order on an oval shield on a maltese 
cross, sumounted by a royal crown, with olive branches 
S 2 (Sch. fig 2. [Pl.22]). About extremely fine, with mint 
bloom.

$250

3804*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 
Emmanuel de Rohan (1775-1797), grand master, AR thirty 
tari, 1790, obv. * F. EMMANUEL DE ROHAN M.M, bust 
right, rev. HOSPITA ET S. SEP HIERUS 1790Arms of the 
grand master and the order quartered on shield on breast 
of headless eagle and sumounted by a  royal crown, T 30, 
(Sch. 2, fig 2. [Pl.21]). Very fine.

$200

 

 

3805*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 
Emmanuel de Rohan (1775-1797), grand master, AR six tari 
1776, and AR two tari,1779, (Sch. fig 2. [Pl.23]) and (Sch. 
fig.8 [Pl. 23]). Very fine. (2)

$200

   

3806*
Malta, Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, 
Ferdinand de Hompesch (1797-1799), grand master, AR 
thirty tari, 1798, obv. F. FERDINANDUS HOMPESCH 
M.M, bust left, rev. HOSPITAL ET S. SEP HIER 1798, Arms 
of the grand master and the order quartered on shield on 
breast of headless eagle and sumounted by a royal crown, 
T 30, (Sch. 1, fig 2. [Pl.25]). Very fine. very fine and nicely 
toned.

$180

 

3807*
Croatia, Dalmatia, Ragusa (Dubrovnic), AR grosso, 14th 
cnetury,  obv. S BLASIUS RAGUSA, figure ofnimbate, mitred 
and robed saint holding crosier with hand held in blessing, 
rev. IC XC, nimbate Christ in mandorla, with ticket of sale 
showing £85 UK in 1990, with another of later date. First 
good very fine, cleaned, second fine, holed. (2) 

$200

3808 
Croatia, Dalmatia, Ragusa (Dubrovnic), AR perperi, 1729, 
1733, obv. PROT.REIP.RAGUSINAE, St. Blasius standing 
and blessing, SB and date, rev. TUTA SALUS, nimbate Christ 
with orb and stars, blessing.  Fine, holed and rare.

$120


